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Introduction 
 
 The main focus of this portfolio will be my experience of teaching an Intermediate Grammar  
course for the first time.  This class was a part of the Minnesota English Language Program (MELP), 
housed at the University of Minnesota.  Prior to teaching this course, I had taught and performed 
administrative duties in the program.  While my experience of teaching grammar was affected by my 
previous involvement in the program (teaching an oral skills course and a reading and writing course), 
the materials compiled here should demonstrate a path of growth and development that has led me to 
this point in my career.   
 My goal for this semester of teaching was to funnel my past teaching, apprenticeships, and 
learning experiences into a handbook of my achievements.  This being said, I have titled my portfolio 
“Learning by Doing” because I do not believe that I should view my teaching experiences as a road 
with a final destination.  It is possible to pin-point the starting line, as evidenced in my autobiography, 
but I hope to continue to add to this handbook in the future.  My portfolio for Intermediate Grammar 
should represent a good jumping-off point into my future endeavors and it should be a model for future 
course portfolios.  In each section I have included an integrative statement which highlights the lessons 
that I have learned during the semester, as well as explains my purposes and means of doing certain 
activities.  Following each integrative statement are the relevant materials that I used or created.  
 Even though this is the first time I taught this course, I believe that each new semester of 
teaching should be viewed as a new opportunity.  Even if I were to teach this course again, I would take 
the opportunity to use all of my previous experiences to re-create and re-envision a new course.  The 
best part about teaching is the amount of learning that is done as the teacher.  My long-term goal is to 
become a teacher who never drags her heels; who never ceases to face the challenge of an improved 
model of teaching, a new lesson plan, or a better way to engage my students' minds. 
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Teaching Autobiography 
 My teaching history can be viewed on a continuum of experiences, beginning with my first 
volunteer opportunity as a tutor, weaving in work abroad, teaching appointments at a university 
program, and work leading a non-profit funded classroom.  Despite being a novice teacher, I have 
learned about a myriad of opportunities that exist for teaching English as a Second Language (ESL).  
Keeping in mind that each new setting brings with it different students, different curricular standards, 
and different teaching materials, it is possible for me to look back on all of it and say that there was not 
a single teaching opportunity that did not contribute to the development of my teaching skills.  
 The decision to teach ESL came on the heels of many other decisions that I made about serving 
others in my local community toward the end of my undergraduate career in college.  As a part of a 
service learning course component, I began to volunteer at the Franklin Learning Center in 
Minneapolis, tutoring adults with various basic education needs.  After the course requirement was 
over I stayed on and continued to volunteer for another six months.  Sometimes I would help students 
with limited English skills prepare for their United States Citizenship exam.  Other times I would work 
on grammar formations with just one or two students at a time.   
 My favorite thing at the Franklin Learning Center was helping students practice their writing 
skills and prepare entrance letters for local community colleges, but regardless of whom I was helping, 
I cherished the fact that, this desire to volunteer unexpectedly led me to better understand my own 
native tongue.  At the same time, I began to think more about my own experiences learning foreign 
languages.  The most striking realization came from seeing just how different my experiences had been 
from my pupils' experiences studying ESL.  The differences were what made it so interesting and what 
prompted me to return to the Franklin Learning Center for another five months while I was beginning 
my second semester of graduate school.   
 Following my first teaching volunteer experience – and perhaps as a result of it, I decided to 
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renew my Spanish language skills by taking a couple of community education courses in Minneapolis.  
Wanting to learn what it would be like to study a language on foreign grounds, I chose to spend a 
month studying and volunteering in Cusco, Peru.  Luckily, most of the time that I spent there was for 
studying because my language skills needed a thorough tuning, but the pre-school that I volunteered at 
a few hours each day did allow me to listen to the native sounds of the Quechua language.  Plus the 
pre-school children definitely enjoyed hearing my translations of Quechua objects in both English and 
Spanish.  It was very different and wonderful to work with the children there, but one of the most 
interesting realizations that I had in the preschool was that I really enjoyed talking to the instructor, 
Berta.  While the children would be working on a project, she would have different questions for me 
each day about how to say something in English properly.  Reflections on this experience came back 
later on as I was making my decision to begin graduate school.   
 All throughout my early volunteer teaching experiences I was also working at the Southdale 
Public Library in Edina, where I could learn about a variety of community language needs and services.  
While working there, I made my decision to get my Master's Degree in ESL at the University of 
Minnesota so that I could improve my language teaching skills before beginning to teach again.  
During my first semester as a graduate student, I was very lucky to observe professional ESL 
instructors at the Minnesota English Language Program (MELP) on campus.  By observing and 
discussing my observations with these instructors, I was primed to begin a semester-long practicum as 
a teaching assistant. 
 A few weeks before my practicum began, I met with my mentor at MELP to discuss the process 
and techniques of teaching a high-intermediate oral skills course in an intensive English program.  
These early meetings, as well as the meetings that I had with both my mentor and classmates 
throughout the semester, encouraged me to look at teaching methods critically.  Some days I would 
observe the teacher-fronted portions of class and help facilitate the communicative practice that the 
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students did.  Other days I had the opportunity to draft and deliver lesson plans.  Whether I led class or 
helped facilitate it, I always spent time reflecting on my level of comfort with the materials or the 
methods, thinking about the students' reactions or level of participation, and taking notes on revisions 
or adaptations of future lesson plans.  As this was my first exposure to the act of directing an entire 
classroom of young adults, I could argue that the best thing that I gained from it was a dose of 
confidence.  However, I must also recognize the unexpected gain of camaraderie and networking skills 
that the program offered.  Being a novice teacher was made easier due the atmosphere of respect and 
shared knowledge.  Many of the instructors in MELP were former students in the very same graduate 
program, and they were always eager to let me bounce my ideas and questions off of them. 
 During my first summer of graduate school, I decided to get some additional teaching practice 
by leading an adult basic education class at the Minnesota Literacy Council (MLC) on Lake Street.  At 
MLC the lesson plans and objectives were already put in place for the volunteer instructors, but it was 
up to us to decide how to deliver the lesson and prepare materials.  This made it very easy to make 
quick judgments about the quality of some of the activities and to adjust them to the appropriate level 
for the students.  Since a different instructor would teach each night, we left detailed notes in an online 
blog to alert the next teacher about where the lesson ended and what the students’ abilities were.  
 Although the student population was different, this atmosphere of shared knowledge and a 
shared classroom was similar to the way the teachers would collaborate in MELP.  At times, it would 
be challenging to stay on the same page with another teacher because everyone had their own way of 
doing things, but it was a good challenge.  This experience as well as the simultaneous experience of 
co-teaching a class in MELP’s summer program (which I will highlight shortly), kept me in the 
practice of questioning my methods and sharing my ideas with colleagues.  I hope that in any future 
teaching position that I have, there will be an opportunity to reflect and develop in a community of 
other teachers.  Sharing my work and opening it up to the critique of others is the best way that I can 
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improve before the eyes of my biggest critics: the students. 
 This is where I would like to transition into discussing my experiences working as a graduate 
teaching assistant.  I enjoyed the great luck of being able to teach while still studying for my Master's 
Degree.  During my first summer in the program, I co-taught a high-beginner oral skills class in MELP.  
This class was part of a seven week program that specialized in providing students with the chance to 
learn ESL actively throughout the community.  Once a week, we took the students on field trips during 
class time so that they could interact with native speakers, see the broader community that they were 
temporarily living in, and have a context to the classroom lessons outside of the textbook.  Much of my 
role that summer was to create pronunciation lessons that would prepare the students for their 
encounters with native speakers and help them to use English with a purpose.  Attending these trips and 
the optional social outings helped me connect with my students because they shared their opinions and 
ideas about the places and people that saw. 
 During subsequent semesters teaching at MELP, this concept took shape as I learned that by 
finding ways to connect with students and connect students to each other, I could teach to their goals 
and long-term interests.  Regardless of a language learner's background, a key component of language 
teaching concerns the current environment that s/he finds her/himself in.  I had to find ways to make 
the classroom agreeable to their interests, so that I could give them a context for their learning. 
 I spent the second fall semester of my graduate program co-teaching an intermediate reading 
and composition course.  It was very rewarding to think about writing activities that would provoke 
different grammar constructions and that would encourage my students to apply their critical thinking 
skills to their English practice.  I used various textbook readings, movie clips, articles, and fiction in 
class.  Also, students benefited from the opportunity to do pre- and post writing exercises that included 
self-assessment and peer review work.  The greatest challenge of this course was to help students 
recognize the value of the multi-step process to writing and revising a paragraph or short essay.  The 
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greatest rewards were responding to their writing and discussing their reflections on the texts.  All of 
this was done in the context of a co-teaching assignment so it was wonderful to be able to share 
specific questions or concerns about the students’ writing hurdles.  Discussing solutions and ideas 
together, added depth to my teaching experience and provided the students with more feedback.  
 Finally, my most recent experience at MELP was teaching intermediate grammar during the 
spring semester of 2010.  This new skill area challenged me to create concise lesson plans since 
grammar is something that must be learned by increments and practiced frequently.  Grammar was also 
the first class that I organized and taught entirely on my own.  Previously, I had co-taught my courses.  
That meant that I would discuss lesson plans, methods, and grading procedures with another 
experienced teacher and we would trade off days of the week to teach.  Teaching a class on my own 
challenged me to set my own pace and guidelines for the course, but I also learned that it is very 
important to reach out to other teachers from time to time.  As I said earlier, MELP is a fantastic place 
to network and learn, so any time that I wanted to gauge my grading scale or ask questions about my 
lesson plans I had a pool of resources that included grammar teachers in other levels or teachers of 
other skills. 
 This language teaching autobiography is brief, but the content is varied.  I have outlined my 
experiences as they have occurred and overlapped, leading up to my recent appointments at the 
Minnesota English Language Program.  I feel that the breadth of teaching opportunities that I have had 
is rare in such a short period of time.  I have tutored students one-on-one, led informal class sessions in 
an adult basic education setting, and taught more formally in a University setting.  I plan to draw from 
all of these experiences to match my teaching techniques to my future students.  In this portfolio, I have 
gathered some of the most representative examples of and reflections on the skills that I have gained as 
a grammar teacher and a student-teacher. 
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Evidence of Effective Teaching 
Planning and Preparation 
 Preparing to teach a class for the first time is a little bit like learning to ride a bike.  The size of 
the bike’s frame, the type of terrain, and the quality of instruction work together to prepare the rider for 
the ride.  When it comes time to push off and pedal, one must trust that all of these factors will 
complement each other and operate on a semi-subconscious level while maneuvering through an ever-
changing path.  In much the same way, all of the training that goes into becoming a certified teacher, all 
of the classroom practice, and all of the guidance offered by colleagues and existing curriculum must 
work in harmony with the variable elements that each new class presents.  Here I will only elaborate 
upon the effects of my previous experience in the program, and the unique details of the process of 
planning and preparing to teach Intermediate Grammar.  In addition to considering previous 
experiences, I will discuss my considerations of using the textbook, creating a syllabus, and creating 
writing assignments. 
 First, I would like to describe the experiences that led up to teaching Intermediate Grammar in 
the Minnesota English Language Program and why they gave me a good deal of confidence in facing a 
topic that I had not taught before.  Luckily, I had taught two other language skills in the same program 
prior to teaching Intermediate Grammar:  Reading and Composition and Oral Skills.  Seeing the 
broader view of what my students were expected to do in a typical day in the program helped me to 
gauge how much work to give them.  It also allowed me to understand how to collaborate with the 
teachers who were concurrently teaching this particular class of students.  Knowing, for example, that 
students were expected to keep a journal in their Reading and Composition class helped me realize that 
I needed to plan time for more editing practice.  Journals are usually ripe with grammatical errors 
because they do not always get edited and I felt that it was important to teach students how to look for 
errors in their own text by going over several examples of ungrammatical text that focused on different 
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grammatical structures.  Knowing how to create a grammatical structure is one thing, but recognizing a 
printed grammatical error can be quite difficult for a second language student.    
 In addition to understanding the type of course work that students were faced with in their other 
classes, I was lucky enough to have a great textbook with which to teach my course.  Focus on 
Grammar, 3 (Fuchs, M., Bonner, M., and Westheimer, M. 2006) provided a combination of grammar 
charts and contextual presentations and practice.  The topics of the units were quite adaptable to the 
topics of the lesson plans and it was only a matter of deciding which units the students most needed to 
learn and in what order.  Since the book was so well matched to the level of the students, I chose to 
cover all of the units, but I began with the units that would most likely be review for them. 
 By looking at the textbook topics and choosing a logical order, I was able to create a rough 
sketch of the schedule for the semester.  Daily homework assignments were not placed on the syllabus, 
but approximate weeks for discussing topics were easily laid out according to difficulty.  I wanted to 
start with the review of simple tenses and then gradually move into harder subjects.  I choose to discuss 
modals, a very difficult subject, right before spring break because it allowed us to spend three weeks on 
the topic.  Also, we spent more time on phrasal verbs shortly after spring break.  The last units that we 
discussed included phrasal verbs and reflexive pronouns, an easier topic for them which allowed us to 
build in a cumulative review at the end of the semester.  On the syllabus (Appendix A) I also indicated 
the breakdown of class grades, so even though I hadn’t yet created all of their homework and writing 
assignments, they could still get a feel for how the class would flow from unit to unit.  I made sure that 
there was time for adequate review of each part of the book prior to testing, and this review often 
included a writing assignment.   
By looking at past writing assignments I was able to get a feel for the length and difficulty of a 
good grammar writing assignment.  One thing that prompted me to create my own though, was the fact 
that I wanted each topic to be relevant to the classroom discussions and the goals of my particular 
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students.  For example, for the first writing assignment I had students use the grammar structures of the 
concurrent units to write an admissions letter for the university since many of them were planning to 
begin this process in reality.  In looking at the scope of the units in the book, I was able to create space 
for five good writing opportunities in the course schedule.  I would wait to prepare each writing 
handout until after we had begun talking about the grammatical structures that would be used in the 
writing (see Appendix B). By waiting to prepare the handouts, I was able to adapt each one to a topic of 
importance or interest for the students.  Not only was I learning about the students’ needs as the 
semester went on, but they were learning how to do things such as writing a letter to the admissions 
office, a practical skill that many of them attempted for the first time in this class. 
While the textbook topics dictated the lesson planning process and the types of tests that I used 
in assessing students, I still wanted to create a more contextual environment for students to practice the 
grammar structures.  This is where I was a little less confident in my planning process so I looked to 
my colleagues for advice.  Other grammar teachers suggested using short writing assignments and 
micro-teaching projects (Appendix C), which are short lessons prepared by the students.  The students 
were assigned a grammatical structure, but they were to find a context for the structures, rather than 
just teach the grammar.  For example, students could demonstrate use of simple past and present 
perfect tenses while comparing traditional and modern culture in their country.  Since the micro-
teaching projects would give the students an opportunity to use the grammatical structures in a realistic 
way, by sharing aspects of their cultural knowledge or personal interests with the class.  I decided to 
give it a try because I thought that this combination of writing and speaking tasks would complement 
the textual units nicely by having the students take a more hands-on approach.   
 Creating a schedule for Intermediate Grammar was fairly straightforward, but I would have to 
say that the hardest part about planning for this class was learning how to create authentic examples to 
introduce the grammatical structures to the students.  The book provided excellent contextual examples 
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of the grammatical structures and great charts to break down how it is used, but sometimes I wanted to 
engage students in a more straightforward manner.  To achieve this, I brainstormed appropriate 
examples and questions that I could present to the class, even before we looked into the books’ 
contextual introductions.  This method was also easy to use during review periods of class and it also 
provided a good warm-up for students, allowing them to interact while using the grammatical 
structures.  Giving students relevant examples was a reliable way to engage them and trigger their 
memory. 
 Lesson planning and tweaking is a task that is never complete.  Several days before teaching a 
class I would plan a rough sketch of what we would do that day and as the day approached, I would 
make several changes to the lesson plan.  Sometimes these changes were propelled by the pace of the 
class and sometimes they were the result of new ideas that I came up with.  Generally, I would start by 
looking at the objectives for each unit in the Focus on Grammar textbook and I would judge which 
activities would best introduce and test those objectives.  I often supplemented or replaced the textbook 
activities with my own handouts.  I have included a couple of examples of the handouts I created to 
supplement the text (Appendix D).  One displays a more in-depth look at the difference between 
particles and prepositions, another motivates students to use the perfect tense to talk about their 
classmates’ experiences, and a third presents practice detecting infinitives and gerunds.  If the textbook 
activities were fairly straightforward, then I felt that it would be more worthwhile to have students do 
them on their own.  In addition to worksheets, the students were assigned online activities on the Focus 
on Grammar Interactive website, a component that came with their texts.  A reflective view of the 
daily plans for this class can be found in the Retrospective Syllabus (Appendix E).   
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Teaching Intermediate Grammar 
 While preparing to teach Intermediate Grammar for the first time, I had to consider the 
curriculum, available technology, the students, and my own abilities.  Once the actual planning and 
mapping of the course began, I had to adapt all of my preparations to the ever-changing environment of 
a unique language classroom.  The same can be said for each ESL class that I taught, and that is why I 
go into more detail about the variability of classrooms and the necessity of adaptability in my Teaching 
Philosophy.  Also, the feedback that I received from my supervisor during the previous semester 
(Appendix F), helped guide my lessons.  I used his suggestions about having specific goals for what the 
students are expected to accomplish each day to give each lesson a clear objective.    
 Here I would like to talk about some of the daily tasks and requirements for teaching 
Intermediate Grammar, five days a week.  Other than creating larger activities such as writing 
assignments and tests, there were a number of things that I had to prepare each day to create a 
successful class.  Some of the daily tasks included: website updates for the class Moodle page, lesson 
planning and finding outside resources for activities, and grading and giving feedback on assignments.   
 This semester afforded the first opportunity for me to create a class Moodle page entirely on my 
own.  I decided that I would use the page to post daily homework assignments and to create a 
destination for students’ writing assignments.  The first four writing assignments were submitted 
privately, so that only I had access to them, but students posted their final writing assignment for the 
entire class to see.  The final writing assignment was to write a letter to another classmate that the 
classmate would then need to respond to, and the students took it upon themselves to write and read 
each others’ letters as to review some of the grammatical forms that were used.  Students were also 
able to check their grades, which were updated frequently, and to review answer keys to activities in 
the book that we didn’t have time to go over.  In general, our Moodle page was set up in a way that 
allowed students to check it when they had concerns or questions about the class activities.   
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 This was a fast-paced class, and we moved through the topics quickly.  Even though we 
frequently spent time reviewing old topics, I still felt that it was necessary to have a short turn-around 
period for feedback.  Generally, students received worksheets and tests within one or two days of 
taking them so that the information was still fresh on their minds. I made a point of giving them 
comments about individual errors as well as general comments on the writing rubrics that would help 
them recognize some of the larger or repetitive grammar and writing issues.  My students displayed a 
wide range of abilities and they learned at varying paces, but by providing timely feedback and varying 
the class activities, I was able to create unique learning experiences for all of my students.  Students 
seemed to be pleased with the feedback that I gave them.  At the end of the semester, I received 
positive scores on my Student Rating of Teaching forms (Appendix G).  Students rated my ability to 
provide them with timely feedback with a mean score of 5.6 out of 6 and they also rated me highly for 
being prepared for class (5.6) and stimulating their interest in grammar (5.5). 
 
Student Evaluation 
My philosophy about student evaluative measures is that they must be timely and the feedback 
that they receive must be catered to their goals whenever possible.  From the very beginning of the 
semester, I tried to understand my students' needs and skill levels so that the pace of the class could be 
designed to meet their needs.  Once the pace has been set, it is necessary to evaluate a student's 
individual progress and provide feedback that takes into consideration the progress that they are 
making as well as the immediate language goals that they are trying to meet.  I used a diagnostic test 
(Appendix H) to better understand my grammar students' skill levels, but sometimes it takes quite a bit 
of student-teacher interaction to establish a student's language goals. 
 Luckily for this class, I had access to a diagnostic test as well as pre-made exams that were 
based on the textbook units.  During the first two classes the diagnostic test was given as well as the 
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breakdown of grades for the class in the syllabus (Appendix A).  The diagnostic results were used to 
guide some of the class activities as well as to verify that the students were all correctly placed into the 
level two grammar course.  This measure was taken after students were pre-diagnosed and placed in the 
appropriate level of courses in the MELP program.   
 What I discovered from correcting the diagnostic was that the definition of a level two student 
was not concrete.  The type and number of errors varied from student to student and from grammar 
topic to grammar topic.  Some students struggled with the simpler tenses, while others seemed to have 
mastered most of tenses without having a firm grip on good sentence structure.  Since the diagnostic 
included both multiple-choice and writing, I was able to make certain assumptions about how well 
students knew certain grammar rules as well as how they rely on their knowledge to use the language.     
Tests were given the most weight at 40%, writing assignments were given 30%, daily 
worksheets and homework were given 20%, and their Microteaching project and participation were 
given 10%.  I discussed and established these values with a fellow grammar teacher prior to the 
beginning of the semester.  I felt that tests should be given the most weight because they represented 
the widest range of student knowledge, but I also felt that writing assignments could really show a 
student’s potential to use the language on their own.  While it is important to develop a student’s 
practical applications for grammar, giving regular structured exams is a good way to provide learning 
opportunities through the feedback that students receive.  Lastly, the other two categories had the least 
weight, but they could definitely make or break a student grade because I did not want to undervalue 
the importance of homework.  My belief is that in a language class, the amount of student dedication 
that is shown in homework can often predict long-term success and reveal a student's level of 
determination.    
 My beliefs about using a familiar context for items on a grammar exam are evident in how I 
created writing assignments as evaluate measures as well.  For Intermediate Grammar, I created four 
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writing assignments and adapted a fifth one so that they had not only relevant content, but so that they 
provided relevant practice for my students.  For example, in this level of grammar, many students were 
preparing to enter the University as freshmen so I created one writing assignment that tested their 
ability to use certain tenses while writing an admissions letter. 
 Every time that I gave a writing assignment, I also reinvented my evaluative rubrics (see 
Appendix B).  The total number of points possible on any given writing assignment, as well as how 
those points could be achieved was dependent upon the breadth and difficulty of the assignment.  Not 
only did I provide the rubric when the assignment was given, but I provided written feedback on every 
single writing assignment and returned a copy with comments to the students in a timely manner.  I felt 
that it was important to return assignments and give feedback within a couple of days of the due date so 
that it was still fresh in their minds.  If a student was struggling with one particular topic and it was 
setting them back significantly, I provided more feedback on that point.  I know from experience that it 
is difficult to concentrate on improving too many things at once when learning a language, but at the 
same time it is nice to have feedback on your entire assignment.  I tried to maintain a balance between 
giving too much and too little feedback for this reason.   
 Throughout the semester, I was able to provide the students with adequate information about 
their progress in the course.  On the Moodle page, students could check their grades and see a 
breakdown of their progress in the four categories that I outlined at the beginning of the semester.  At 
midterm I also checked in with each student verbally to show them the areas where I thought they 
could use some improvement.  This discussion gave them insight into their own language abilities and 
one student even told me that she knew her writing grade would be the lowest category for her because 
she struggled with writing a lot.  We discussed this further and discovered that she was trying to say too 
much before she was ready.  After the midterm discussion, she concentrated more on mastering the 
simple grammatical structures and saw a great improvement in her writing scores.  I really enjoyed 
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getting to know the students better through their various assignments and through discussing their goals 
while using the grammatical structures for practice in class.  It is very important to understand that each 
student starts at a different point, works at a different speed, and sets different language goals.  Through 
my evaluative and feedback procedures, I was able to help students progress, while showing them that I 
had a great respect for their individual language learning experiences.   
 
Interaction with Students Outside of Class 
 I have been a shy language student and I have been a shy language teacher.  This past semester, 
one of my biggest goals was to figure out a way to reach out to students who were shy or outgoing so 
that I could improve the classroom environment.  Two things happened.  One was that I have become a 
more confident teacher.  As a result of experience and daily class periods in my Intermediate Grammar 
class, some of the in-class shyness has dissipated.  The other, perhaps most influential thing that 
happened was that I began to see students as dynamic adults who were learning a lot of information 
outside of the classroom.  Talking to students before class, becoming an Administrative Fellow in 
MELP, and participating in the Student Activities Committee profoundly improved my understanding 
of the students and my confidence inside the classroom.   
 At the very beginning of the semester, MELP hosts a student orientation that is geared at 
disseminating information to the students about the program, the University, and student expectations.  
The entire orientation is also aimed at facilitating introductions among the students and between the 
students and the teachers.  I have participated in this orientation session two other times prior to this 
semester, but this semester I felt much more connected and invested because I was determined to get to 
know not just my students, but all of the students in the program.  As an Administrative Fellow I had 
the opportunity to proctor several of the entrance exams so many of the students already recognized 
me.  I prepared many of the orientation materials as well as played an integral role in setting up some 
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of the teacher-led role play during orientation.  The main purpose of the role play was to get students to 
recognize some potentially difficult classroom situations that they may encounter during the semester.  
Putting myself in front of the students like this was the first step toward building a bond with my 
students.   
 I tried to keep the importance of interaction outside of the classroom in the front of my mind 
throughout the semester by talking to students in my classroom outside of classroom hours as well as in 
the hallways, at the front desk, and whenever I ran into them on campus.  I especially appreciated the 
opportunity to be a resource for my students through my administrative position.  Just by being 
recognized as a resource for institutional information, I also became identified by students as a general 
resource for questions about student life and information about Minneapolis culture.  This became 
more and more natural as the semester advanced and I could remember a few things about each student 
that I could ask them about or joke with them about.  In the future, even if I am not doing 
administrative work in the institution where I work, I would like to stay connected by finding out what 
kinds of activities my students are interested in and by sharing my own interests with them. 
 The Student Activities Committee was a group of five or so students and two teachers, 
including myself.  The purpose of the group was to promote MELP-approved activities and to generate 
ideas for additional entertainment and educational trips.  The MELP Student Activities Handbook 
(Appendix I) and the MELP Student Activities Resources flyer (a partial list-Appendix J) provide more 
insight into the creativity and purpose of the group.  By participating in this group, I got to meet with 
them a few times during the semester to discuss upcoming activities during the lunch hour.  Only one 
of these students was from my Grammar class, but I quickly learned that all students seemed to get to 
know many of their peers from other classrooms.  Looking back, it is easy to say that of course they 
would all find each other and interact, but as a teacher in a classroom it is often the case that I would 
just recognize my students by their behavior within my own classroom only.  Once the activities were 
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planned I was able to participate or chaperone many of them, including a Valentine's Day party, a 
downtown trip to go ice skating and out for dinner, and a campus coffee hour that introduced students 
to Egyptian culture.  The trips were always entertaining and sometimes educational, but most 
importantly, they provided me with the opportunity to interact with my students in English in a way 
that was fun and did not require evaluative measures.   
 I have taught in MELP for a few semesters now and I think that the curriculum is great, but 
more than that I think that students join this program for more than the classroom experience.  It is so 
wonderful to be able to have a cultural exchange with students.  I will not forget this lesson as I go 
forward into my next teaching appointment.  One of the most interesting things that I learned through 
interacting with students outside of the classroom is that whether trying to negotiate the meaning of an 
administrative form or just sharing experiential anecdotes on an ice skating rink, students are very 
willing to practice their English outside of the classroom.  When the atmosphere allows for more 
mistakes to be made in their English use, students often speak much more fluently and get so much 
more practice than they would have gotten with classroom instruction alone.   
 
Interaction with Colleagues 
 I could not have found a better environment to work in as a new ESL teacher.  MELP provided 
me with plethora of resources that included a large library of ESL textbooks, electronic shared files of 
former teacher-created instructional materials, and access to the University of Minnesota's resources.  
These things were all shown to me from the very beginning of my work experience there, but what I 
quickly learned was that the most valuable resource at MELP was the knowledgeable and experienced 
staff and faculty.  These colleagues of mine provided timely advice and support for me that increased 
my experiential learning ten-fold.   
 Weekly staff meetings were one way that helped me “learn the ropes” in the beginning.  We 
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met as a level, which included all of the teachers who taught the same level of students in the program, 
and we met as an entire faculty.  I appreciated having an audience to voice my concerns to as well as to 
bounce my ideas off.  Eventually, I even discovered who my best resources would be if I had a 
particular kind of student issue or if I needed help creating something such as a test.  An example of 
one such test would be the final that my colleague and I worked on together (Appendix K).  Together, 
we were able to create an exam that would provide us with opportunities to give detailed grammatical 
feedback as well as to measure a student’s ability to apply the grammatical structures to a writing task 
at the end of the test.  Without this collaboration, it would have been difficult to adapt the textbook 
tests by myself.  Working together provided us with additional insight about how to improve upon the 
textbook test. 
 I know that it is important to share and critique each other's assignments and tests so that they 
can be improved or approved by a second set of eyes.  The larger staff meetings also introduced me to a 
wider pool of resources and I enjoyed hearing about what my colleagues were doing in the academic 
program or in other levels.  During large group meetings we also had the opportunity to discuss 
common issues such as grading and attendance policies, conference experience, or textbook options.  
Listening and sharing with different groups of colleagues expanded the way that I think about teaching 
ESL.   
 As I said earlier, I was able to observe and be observed by other teachers this semester.  Later, I 
will describe some of my colleagues’ comments about my teaching, but it was also beneficial to 
observe my colleagues in action.  One colleague's grammar class gave me an idea for my own class 
within the first five minutes because she had the students answering and asking each other a question at 
the beginning of class while taking attendance.  Initially this served as a way to get students to just talk 
to each other and learn more about each other, but the teacher explained the question to the class after 
they finished answering it and it segued into the grammar lesson for the day.  Another class that I 
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observed was an Oral Skills class that was held for the same group of students that I taught grammar to.   
It was very interesting to see how my students behaved differently with a different teacher and in a 
different skill.  Some students displayed similar behavior also and these sparked a good conversation 
between my colleague and I about how to keep students on task.  We also learned that some of our 
students could work together on one skill, but not make a very good team in another skill. 
 Every teacher in MELP seems to have left some kind of impression upon me for which I am 
very grateful.  It does not work to learn a language in isolation, and it does not work to teach a 
language in isolation either.  Even though I was not in constant contact with all of my colleagues, I still 
relied on their collective knowledge and support.  I enjoyed learning about their reasons and paths 
towards becoming teachers.  I hope to leave my own legacy and impression upon them through those 
very same interactions and through the electronic shared files system.  When I approached teaching a 
new class I got both verbal and electronic advice and I know that I left an impression on those that I 
interacted.  I have also placed all of the materials and the syllabus that I created in the electronic shared 
file system so that future instructors of Intermediate Grammar may use and adapt them to their 
purposes, furthering the advancement of the field.  
 
Professional Activity 
 There is much more to ESL than just teaching.  One of the most important things that a new 
teacher like me must remember is that there is a constant flow of research being done on language 
learning and teaching that feeds the creation of textbooks and educates classroom practices.  In keeping 
with this belief, I have participated in various professional activities.  Even as a new member of this 
field, I believe that I can not only attend events and learn from other professionals in the field, but I can 
facilitate and contribute my own knowledge as well.  During my two years as a graduate student I have 
attended two MinneTESOL conferences, contributed a textbook review to the MinneWITESOL 
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journal, and attended various on-campus lectures relating to the study of second languages as well as 
the instruction of them.  I would now like to go into a bit a detail about some of the professional 
activities that I have done this past semester:  ESL Forum and being an Administrative Fellow in the 
program where I was teaching. 
 ESL Forum is an academic student group that is run by graduate ESL students.  The goal of 
ESL Forum is to facilitate interesting lectures and discussions that relate to the field of ESL on a 
weekly basis.  These discussions are generally semi-informal in structure and they attended by ESL 
students, language teachers, and second language researchers from different disciplines.  Last semester 
I served as the acting president of the Forum, which made me responsible for guiding meetings with 
my fellow students and advertising events via email.  To learn more about the forum and update it’s 
policies, I started out by rewriting the constitution of the ESL Forum (Appendix L).  The constitution 
dictates the roles of membership and objectives.  This semester I handed over some of my 
responsibilities to the upcoming ESL class by acting as a co-officer of the Forum and delegating tasks 
to other members.  By attending ESL Forum I have always been able to learn a lot about research and 
practices in various language fields, but it was only through being a member of the ESL Forum that I 
learned about how teaching ESL is intricately linked to different language disciplines on campus and 
throughout the Minneapolis community. 
 Lastly, I would like mention once again that my Administrative Fellow work at MELP this 
semester has really helped guide my understanding of what an Intensive English Program can succeed.  
I had the opportunity to see the process through, all the way from proctoring placement exams through 
end of term assessments.  I also began to see how students came to choose one particular program over 
another and how this program is viewed on a national level.  The standards of MELP are quite high and 
one of my bigger projects this semester was creating a portfolio of MELP's policies and procedures so 
that it could gain membership into the American Association of Intensive English Programs (AAIEP).  
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This portfolio contained information about everything that the program does and stands for, and by 
searching for, collaborating on, and creating materials for the portfolio I began to see that my own 
teaching philosophy could be related to the philosophy of the program in some ways.  I would not want 
to work for a program where this was not the case.   
 Going forward, I hope to be involved with many more professional activities.  I would like to do 
more research and share my classroom observations with my colleagues and with the greater field of 
language studies with the main purpose of becoming a better teacher of ESL.  I know that I do not lack 
for resources and I only hope that my future teaching appointments will be as rewarding and nurturing 
of my professional development, as the ones that I have had as a graduate student, graduate assistant, 
and administrative fellow at the University of Minnesota.    
 
 
Reflection 
  
The purpose of language instruction is to improve communication.  Communication just so 
happens to also be a means to this end.  This is the most important lesson that any language student or 
teacher can learn.  When the lines of communication are open, going both ways, only then can any 
teaching or learning truly begin.  I started my work in Intermediate Grammar with this in mind, and 
after fifteen weeks of daily instruction I have a much better understanding about what this concept 
involves.  Throughout this semester my interactions with colleagues and students alike, have been an 
ongoing process that shaped my daily practices.  Colleague observations and student feedback were 
two key factors in this process. 
 Prior to this semester, my view of myself as an interactive teacher was eclipsed by my need to 
be regarded as a professional in the eyes of my colleagues and students.  At the beginning of previous 
semesters, I noticed that instead of connecting more with the students as the semester went on, I began 
to pull away.  One reason for this was that I saw myself as a novice, young teacher, who needed to 
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command respect only by taking myself very seriously at all times.  My students and wonderful 
colleagues have taught me that this is not necessary.  Respect is not given to stern figures.  Attention 
maybe, but not respect.  Mutual respect between teacher and student and between teacher and colleague 
is earned through honesty and communication.   
Facing and resolving problems in the language classroom by seeking solutions from colleagues 
is one example of how this respect can be earned.  Also, being honest with students by explaining 
teaching tactics, rather than just using them helps to get the students more involved in their own 
learning.  Involvement leads to a higher level of learning and when students realize that they have been 
given them a tool to learn with, they are much more appreciative and respectful than if they were just 
taught a simple grammar rule, for example.  It also helps to find out more about their goals and trouble 
areas by simply asking, which is what I did at mid-term.  On their mid-term feedback sheets (see 
Appendix M), students reported that they enjoyed having a review at the beginning of class.  Also, they 
indicated that they would like more time to work in groups.   
During the second half of the semester, I made sure that I included group activities that helped 
them practice their grammar skills and I starting thinking more critically about integrating old topics 
into my new lessons.  Suddenly, I did not feel content to just do a quick review at the beginning of 
class, but as a result of their feedback, I tried to ask them about the different grammar topics long after 
we were done being tested on them.  For example, I gave them an assignment that required them to 
choose between gerunds and infinitives, but the examples also included the present perfect tense, which 
was discussed several weeks earlier.  I made sure that they were able to notice the tense and discuss 
why it was used.  Grammar is not an easy topic to teach in isolation, so I found it helpful to use this 
technique of recycling the material in a different way to ensure that students were not just getting it, but 
retaining the information as well.  I came to understand the difference between being familiar with a 
topic and knowing a topic when I realized that students would only retain new information if it was 
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required and recycled over a period of time.   
One other realization that I gained from the student’s mid-term feedback sheets was that they 
greatly enjoyed the microteaching projects.  At the beginning of the semester, I told students about how 
microteaching would be an opportunity for them to use some of the target grammar structures in a short 
presentation.  They were asked to work with a partner to present a fifteen minute presentation about 
something of interest to them, while using (not teaching) the grammar structure.  For example, one pair 
of students decided to talk about different wedding customs in each of their cultures while using the 
grammatical phrase “supposed to.”  Another pair talked about how to use scuba-diving equipment by 
using infinitives of purpose.  In all, there were six micro-teaching projects (see handout in Appendix C) 
and some made a better use of the grammatical structures than others.   
In the beginning, students had a hard time understanding how to use their assigned grammatical 
structure without teaching the grammar, but as the semester progressed, they too more and more 
authority over their own projects.  I made a point to remind students, before and after the presentations, 
that they should be listening for use of a specific structure.  Also, each pair had to present some sort of 
quiz or interactive activity at the end of their presentation to test their peers understanding of the topic.  
My fear at the beginning of the semester was that I was giving the students too much free reign with 
these projects and that their peers weren’t learning much from it.  However, as the semester went on, I 
realized that they needed to have the space to try things out more and make mistakes, even if they were 
doing so in front of their classmates.  By the end of the semester students were often correcting each 
other and interacting with the audience during their presentations.  That being said, I did interject some 
grammar instruction at the end of the presentation and prior to their micro-teaching date, I asked the 
pairs to show me what their plans were.  This discussion time allowed me to give them a few tips and it 
allowed them to practice using their ideas.  Students went over the answers to their activities during 
their presentations, but were not always able to communicate the rule or reason why certain answers 
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were correct and others were not.   
When students responded that they enjoyed the micro-teaching projects on their mid-term 
feedback sheets, I think that they were trying to say that it was okay for me to loosen the reigns.  
Grammar can be learned through orderly lessons, but it must be experimented and played with in order 
for it to be learned.  In the future, I would do these micro-teaching projects more frequently so that the 
students could become more comfortable with the concept.  I would also try to present a model, rather 
than just examples of what they could do with it.  We only did these projects for six units out of the 
thirty-three that we covered in class so I would at least double the requirement.  Not only did students 
benefit from discussing how to use the grammar with their partners, but the entire class had a chance to 
hear how their peers could re-appropriate the structure to talk about something relevant to them.  I was 
creating an atmosphere where students were not only communicating with me, but with each other.     
I want to return to my discussion about communication with my colleagues by going into more 
detail about the peer observation process.  Throughout the semester, I was lucky enough to collect a 
substantial amount of feedback about my teaching from my colleagues and students.  Approximately 
one third of the way through the semester, I had two colleagues observe two different class periods.  In 
exchange, I was able to observe their classes, which included an Academic Grammar course and an 
Oral Skills course.  This feedback and the feedback that I received at mid-term from the students 
helped me to make a few good adjustments in class and it also let me know what was working well in 
class.  
 I would like to start by discussing some of the feedback that I got from my first observer.  In 
MELP there was a requirement for observations, so luckily my observers had a set of questions to 
evaluate my teaching with (Appendix N), but I had a few questions of my own that I asked them to 
answer in addition to those on the form.  For example, I asked them to answer:  How well am I 
balancing teacher talk and student talk?; Do any students seem to be getting more attention than others?  
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Prior to the observation class period, I sent these questions to my colleagues and then after the 
observation, we met to discuss all of their answers.  Some of my suspicions about my teaching habits 
were reinforced through these observations.   
 The most useful piece of advice that I got from this colleague was that, when illustrating 
grammar points on the white board, it helps to arrange your notes how you would like to plot them on 
the board.  It may also help to put a skeleton of your notes on the board before class begins.  By doing 
this, I can make sure that I say everything that I mean to say in a clear order and I can interact more 
with students.  This interaction is crucial to making sure that students understand the meaning and it 
may even help to encourage students to take good notes on the material that I prepared for the board.  
When I received this advice, I put it into my practice right away and had the surprising additional result 
of increased confidence as I lead the class.   
 The second colleague who observed me complimented my habit of explaining the objectives of 
the activities to the students.  Now that this has been pointed out to me, I would like to keep doing it 
because I can think of times when I have been a student who has been curious about the teacher’s 
objectives.  This colleague’s observation also opened up the conversation topic of how to deal with 
tricky questions during a grammar lesson.  I was concerned that this might happen and although it did 
not happen during this specific lesson, we discussed a few different ways to deal with tricky questions 
such as deferring irrelevant questions until a later time.  Sometimes I am also able to predict the tricky 
questions by thinking about other tenses or grammatical structures that may be related to the current 
topic.  Having others observe me turned out to be a very positive and educational experience for me.  
 In some ways, the feedback that I received from my students’ mid-term teacher feedback form 
(Appendix K) was the most valuable because it let me peek into their minds to see what their attitudes 
were toward my teaching.  I was surprised by many things on the mid-term feedback form, including 
what students liked the most.  Overall, students claimed to really appreciate the review that I did before 
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beginning a new topic and group work.  In fact, they asked for more group work because they said that 
they enjoyed doing the microteaching project, which included using one target grammatical structure to 
explain some element of their culture.  This they did with a partner and they really seemed to learn 
from their partners as well as gain confidence when presenting their project in front of the class with 
their partner.  I also learned that they thought the pace was too quick so I made an effort to spend more 
time on each new topic during the second half of the semester.   
 Asking colleagues and students to provide direct feedback about their impressions of my class 
not only allowed me to improve my habits as a teacher, but it also helped me connect with them.  By 
observing and being observed by my colleagues, I was able to step out of my routine for a while and 
look at language teaching from a different perspective.  It is nice to know that my colleagues are 
dealing with the same issues that I am and that they often have unique advice for how to deal with 
them.  In addition to giving a paper feedback form to my students, I made an effort throughout the 
semester to check in with students.  Giving them a form to voice their concerns and ideas was just 
another, more formal way of saying that I valued their opinion and was open to constructive criticism 
and the individual concerns of the students.  I think that my students respected me even more when I 
kept these lines of communication open.  Also, the feedback that I received from my supervisor during 
a previous semester (Appendix F) and the Student Ratings of my Teaching (Appendix G) at the end of 
the term provided me with long-term feedback to reflect on for future classes. 
 
Integrative Statement 
 I feel extremely lucky to have been able to teach for several semesters while in the M.A. ESL 
program.  I feel that it has been essential to my learning to have these two experiences simultaneously: 
being a teacher and a learner.  I have always been a driven and detail-oriented person in my work 
settings.  At the same time, I have been very content as a student, but my studies and work in the 
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program have complemented each other and caused me to learn on a whole new level.  This continuous 
union between practice and study has created lasting lessons in my mind.  I learn something; I teach 
something.  I return to my books and classroom to figure out if I taught that something well enough or 
if there is something else, some other way to approach the subject and then… I teach again.  Nothing 
cements a lesson like active knowledge.   
In the last two years, I have had the opportunity, not only to teach a class on my own, but also 
to interact with professional teachers and other student-teachers.  In each interaction, I discover 
something slightly different and equally valuable, without which I would not be nearly as well prepared 
to teach another class on my own, at another institution, or on a full-time basis.  The concept of active 
knowledge is not a new one, but it can be applied to different degrees.  Through my work as an ESL 
student, apprentice, and student-teacher, I have been able to learn so much more than would have been 
possible if these roles were not carried out simultaneously. 
 I came to the University of Minnesota with a slight idea about what teaching ESL entailed.  
Having tutored immigrant populations at the Franklin Learning Center, it was easy to see that every 
student has unique needs and skills related to their personal experience as well as to their previous 
language experiences.  Taking the Methods course during my first semester really helped me to start to 
see that not only do students have different needs, but there are so many different ways of trying to 
meet those needs.  Also, this class made me begin to see how on a larger, classroom-sized scale, these 
methods could be adapted into many types of lesson plans.   
 As I was beginning to pen my first lesson plans for an ESL classroom, I was also benefitting 
from the grammatical overview of the English language in my Language Analysis class.  It is easy to 
assume that a native speaker should have no trouble teaching something that they have done for so 
long, but that is not how language learning works.  Learning a second language requires such 
meticulous care over verbs forms, word choice, and pronunciation, that to teach these things requires a 
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retraining of the brain to move from saying “we say it like this” to “this is why we say it like this.”   
 No sooner had I started to get the hang of creating lesson plans and talking about English 
grammar, than I began to sit in on ESL classrooms to make formal observations.  This was followed by 
a semester-long Practicum where I got up in front of a full classroom of students and taught a lesson 
plan that I prepared.  The sense of accomplishment did not settle in until much later, when I had done 
this enough times that I could truly be present in the classroom and think on my feet.  All throughout 
the early learning period I had a vast supply of mentors and supportive classmates who, while going 
through the same steps as I, were able to share unique experiences with me.  I may not have had to 
solve every classroom issue during my Practicum semester, but I certainly heard about and benefitted 
from hearing about many other peoples’ apprenticeship experiences.  Knowledge that is not in use may 
not be lasting knowledge so I am grateful to have followed up my Practicum semester with three 
additional student-teacher appointments in the Minnesota English Language Program.   
 I would like to touch on two other examples of active knowledge that I have encountered during 
the last two years.  While in my graduate program I have attended a number of professional 
conferences and presentations, including MinneTESOL and ESL Forum.  The topic of many of these 
sessions was technology use in the classroom.  Technology has always played a large role in my work 
and educational experiences, but it was not until I entered this program, attended these sessions, and 
took a class in Technology in Language Teaching that I was able to manipulate technology to help 
serve someone else’s language needs. 
As a student, technology may be a requirement of the class curriculum, as an employee it may 
help make the work flow easier, but as a teacher I had no clue just how many ways I could manipulate 
technology to complement my teaching.  Also, as a teacher, I had to learn how important it is to 
recognize exactly when technology helps and when it hinders or adds nothing to a lesson.  Sometimes 
using technology helps meet the classroom objectives in the long run, but the immediate workload that 
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is required by an ESL teacher is tremendous.  During my technology class, I tried out different voice 
recording tools, website and activity creating tools, video managing software, and a few other tools, 
and I am happy to report that I have turned to this toolkit of skills several times during my short 
teaching career.  For example, one semester I taught Reading and Composition and at the end of the 
term I helped facilitate a level-wide project using VoiceThread, an interactive video and audio tool that 
helped students give presentations in a film festival style format.  I had the tool (VoiceThread) in my 
arsenal, and then shortly after, I found a use for it in the classroom and I learned so much more about 
that tool from the experience of adapting it to a classroom use. 
One final example of active knowledge that I would like to share concerns the simultaneous 
experiences of teaching and learning about teaching reading and writing in a language classroom.  I 
have always been passionate about literature and the process of writing, but I also understand that when 
attempting to do these activities in a second language, the enjoyment of them can be replaced with 
anxiety or apathy.  During the fall semester of my second year in the program, I learned and put into 
practice several techniques to combat these oppressive forces such as story-telling, journal writing, 
music, and culturally relevant activities to motivate my students to overcome the difficult barrier of 
expression that they encountered in learning ESL.  The dual processes of reflection and planning make 
writing (and grading writing) a momentous task, but despite the long hours, I learned that my passion 
for literature really could be passed on to my students, given the appropriate context and techniques. 
Before I end with my current Language Teaching Philosophy, I would like to return to my 
earlier statement that this continuous union between practice and study has created lasting lessons in 
my mind.  Included in those lessons is the way that studying while teaching is a wonderful way to learn 
and develop personal beliefs about teaching.  The relationships are fluid between my studies in the ESL 
program, my interactions with my colleagues and fellow students, as well as my practice of applying 
new ideas to my teaching.  It may seem as though these things all occur in a straight, consecutive line, 
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but any one situation can have an effect on another.  What I have learned as a graduate student has 
altered the way that I teach, but also the way that I teach has altered the way that I learn.  In the future, 
I hope to maintain and nourish these relationships so that I can continue to teach outside of the standard 
classroom and learn while I teach.  
 
Language Teaching Philosophy 
 There are two main inspirational sources that I tap into to develop my language teaching 
philosophy.  One of them includes the experiences that I have had as a second language learner.  My 
other inspiration develops out of each new classroom atmosphere, which is an integration of the 
students’ goals, interests, and classroom rapport.   I start with this statement to make it clear that my 
teaching philosophy is, and always will be, a work in progress.  I hope to draw from these continual 
sources of inspiration to adapt my own goals, interests in language teaching, and methods to each new 
classroom that I enter. 
 I would like to start by elaborating on how my experiences as a second language student have 
affected my teaching.  I have a great respect for the struggles that students go through because I have 
been that student in a high school, university, foreign, and community education language class.  In 
each new setting I have partaken in group work, communicative exercises, and other language 
classroom measures that have either boosted my self-confidence, or made me too uncomfortable to try 
out my second languages.  Some language measures never work, and sometimes the dynamics of the 
individual students call for different methods, so I make a conscious effort to adapt my lesson plans to 
my students.  Sometimes this means that I will try to give shy students more opportunities to work 
independently.  Other times, I will ask outgoing students to pair up with the shyer students to help draw 
out their interests.  While I do not think that one method of matching a particular group of students can 
work for every exercise, I do think that it is important to monitor how well students interact with the 
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material and with each other for different types of communicative practice. 
 In addition to matching students up for communicative language practice, I often ask my 
students directly how they best learn.  For example, if they would prefer to have more teacher-fronted 
instruction on a particular grammar point, I am happy to provide them with more examples and 
instruction.  Sometimes students are able to understand a lesson more easily if they encounter the topic 
through content initially, but other times students actually prefer to have a stripped-down example and 
instructional explanation before the structure can be used in a broader sense.  This can depend upon the 
particular skill area that I am teaching or it can depend on the students' comfort level with the lesson.  
Most importantly, by balancing long-term communicative goals with daily tasks (such as grammar, 
writing, or speaking goals), it is possible to help students reach a high level of confidence in their 
language abilities.  If all of the tasks that you do in a classroom are done while keeping in mind the 
long-term communicative goals of the students, it is possible to use smaller goals as stepping stones 
toward a broader communicative and contextualized classroom.   
 By checking in with students early on through diagnostic testing, as they complete assignments, 
and by asking them directly about their preferences throughout the semester, I feel that I create a 
student-driven learning environment.  I mean to show them that while I am presenting them with new 
materials, they should feel comfortable asking questions, making mistakes, and owning their own 
ability to direct the actions of their learning.  This makes it possible for everyone to get the most out of 
the language classroom. 
 One last thing that I would like to mention is that there is a complementary side to classroom 
rapport, and that is rapport within the professional community of language teachers.  In the same way 
that I try to create a learning environment that is open to language exchanges and experiments between 
students and the teacher, I hope to keep this mindset outside of the classroom as well.  For one thing, 
learning does not just take place in the classroom; there are endless opportunities for me to learn about 
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and improve my teaching methods.  Therefore, I feel that it is especially important to remember that 
even when a lesson plan goes the way I want it to, it is still worth sharing it with a colleague to get 
advice about other ways the lesson could be taught.  It is in this manner that I find out about my own 
weaknesses and the interesting things that occur in other classrooms.  I feel that I am not serving my 
students unless I am doing my homework too.  Also, the best way to honor the great work that has been 
done by my predecessors in the field of TESOL is by taking advantage of their work and knowledge as 
well as by contributing my own classroom ideas.  Language teaching is a cycle that reinvents itself 
when it is working properly.   
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Minnesota English Language Program - University of Minnesota 
Intermediate Grammar, ESL 411, Section 2 – Spring 2010 
 
 
Instructor: Katie Subra 
Phone:  612-626-9521 
Email:   subr0054@umn.edu 
Office:  101C Wesbrook 
Office Hour:    Monday, 12:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m., and by appointment 
Class Time:  Monday to Friday, 9:05 a.m. to 9:55 a.m. 
Classroom: Wulling 20 & Jones 35 (Wednesdays) 
   
Texts:   
Fuchs, M., Bonner, M., andWestheimer, M. (2006). Focus on Grammar, 3rd Edition 
 
Focus on Grammar Interactive website: http://www.focusongrammarinteractive.com/ 
 
Bring the textbook to class every day and make sure that you register for the Interactive website using 
the access code in your book. 
 
Course Description and Goals 
The purpose of this course is to help you improve your skills in using English grammar. You 
will have assignments from our text and the online component focusing on a variety of grammatical 
points. As you complete these assignments in and out of class, you will practice grammar through 
reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Class activities, online activities, and assignments are 
designed to prepare you for more challenging college courses.   
 
After you finish this course you will be better able to 
• Use the simple present, simple past, future, present progressive, and present perfect verb tenses 
• Use modals to express ability, permission, requests, advice, suggestions, necessity, 
expectations, future possibility, and conclusions 
• Use articles, adjectives, and adverbs correctly and clearly 
• Identify and use phrases that require the infinitive or gerunds 
• Use a greater variety of sentence structures accurately  
• Use the writing process to brainstorm, plan, organize, write and edit your paragraphs 
 
Special needs 
If you have special needs (for example, if you have a schedule conflict, vision problems, or a 
medical condition that affects your class performance), please let me know. We can make 
accommodations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Workload and assignments: Expect homework daily. 
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• Homework: You will do grammar exercises from the textbook, worksheets, and assigned 
online activities daily. 
• Formal writing: You will write at least 5 short writing assignments.  The topics, length, and 
format will vary and we will discuss the details of each one later.  We will also have a final 
project based on a writing assignment. 
• Microteaching: Working with a partner, you will prepare a short (10-15 minute) presentation 
and activity about one of the grammar points we study.  You will be required to meet with your 
partner and instructor outside of class to prepare. 
• Tests: Upon completion of a set of related units, you will take a grammar test. We will have 6 
tests total 
 
Attendance and participation 
• Attendance is a very important part of being successful in the Minnesota English Language 
Program; the classroom is where learning takes place, and attendance is a requirement for your 
student visa. Students are expected to attend every class, arrive on time, and speak in English. If 
your attendance is below 90%, your overall grade will be significantly reduced and you may fail 
the class.  If you are late to class or leave early, you will be marked absent.  In addition, 
program certificates are only awarded to students who attend 90% or more of each of their 
courses. 
• If you are absent on the day of a test, you must call or email the instructor the day that you are 
absent to arrange for a makeup test as soon as possible. 
• It is your responsibility to find out what we did on a day that you were absent.  Check the 
schedule on Moodle or email the instructor or one of your classmates to find out what you 
missed.  Schedule a time to turn in late work with me.     
 
Getting help and figuring out new ways to practice 
Many possibilities for help are available. These options include: 
• Visiting the instructor during my office hour 
• Contacting the instructor via e-mail with specific questions 
• Using the Center for Writing in Nicholson Hall 10 
• Joining the TandemPlus program (http://languagecenter.cla.umn.edu/tandem/) 
• Asking for additional exercises to target an area you would like to improve 
 
Student Academic Honesty  
At the University of Minnesota, all students must do their work fairly and honestly. If you do 
coursework in a way that is not fair and honest, you could receive an F or a 0 on the assignment or in 
the course. 
The University of Minnesota considers these activities dishonest:  
• copying a classmate’s work on an assignment or test 
• plagiarizing (using someone else’s words or work without showing who wrote it and where you 
found it) 
• sharing answers to assignments or using materials without permission 
To improve your English, focus on using your OWN words and language in all assignments. 
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E-mail and Moodle 
We will use Moodle, an online course management system.  To access this class’s Moodle site, 
go to https://moodle.umn.edu  and click on “Login” in the upper right corner of the screen.  Next, enter 
your x500 (email) ID and your password.  Then click on the name of this course.  You may check 
Moodle for assignments or to check your grades.  You may also use Moodle to post a question for your 
instructor and classmates about your assignments.   
Please check your University e-mail account every day.  When you e-mail the professor, be 
sure to put your name at the bottom of the message. A sample appears below. 
 
From: astudent@umn.edu 
To: subr0054@umn.edu 
Date: Jan. 23, 2010 
Subject: Question about assignment 3 
 
Katie, 
Do we need to type assignment #3 or is it OK to write it by hand? 
 
Thanks, 
A. Student 
 
 
Grades 
Assignments and tests will be graded with percentages, as follows: 
70-100%  = S = satisfactory, passing 
69% and below = N = not satisfactory, not passing 
Your final course grade will be calculated using the following percentages: 
 
 Short writing assignments (5 per semester)      30% 
 Worksheets and other writing practice (including lab activities)    20% 
Tests (6 per semester)         40% 
Daily participation and micro-teaching project      10% 
                              100% 
 
What do you need in order to pass the class? 
To pass, you need to demonstrate your proficiency in grammar at the follow levels: 
 
ü Earn 70% or higher on all tests and the final exam 
ü Earn 70% on homework and other assignments 
ü Attend at least 90% of your classes 
 
 
 
 
 
Course Calendar: The calendar included on the following page provides only a very general 
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outline of the course. Please check our Moodle course site for further information and specifics. 
 
Week 1: January 19-22 
  Diagnostic 
  Units 1-2 
Week 2: January 25-29 
  Unit 3-6 
  Microteaching 1 
Week 3: February 1-5 
  Units 7-8 
  Test 1  
  Writing 1 
Week 4: February 8-12 
  Units 21-24 
  Mictroteaching 2 
Week 5: February 15-19 
  Units 25-26 
  Test 2  
  Writing 2 
Week 6: October February 22-26 
  Units 11-14 
  Mictroteaching 3 
Week 7: March 1-5 
  Units 15, 33-36 
  Microteaching 4 
Week 8: March 8-12 
  Units 36-37 
  Test 3 
March 15-19                    
  No Classes  
  Spring Break 
Week 9: March 22-26 
  Writing 3  
  Conferences 
  Unit 16  
Week 10: March 29-April 2 
  Units 17-19 
  Mictroteaching 5 
Week 11: April 5-9 
  Unit 19-20 
  Test 4 
  Writing 4 
Week 12: April 12-16 
  Units 27-30 
  Microteaching 6 
Week 13: April 19-23 
  Units 31-32 
  Test 5  
  Microteaching 7 
Week 14: April 26-30 
  Units 9-10 
  Final Writing 
Week 15: May 3-7 
  Final Test 
  Presentations 
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Writing Assignment #1- Write a University Admissions Letter 
Do you plan to study at a University after you finish your ESL courses?   
What would you like to study?   
How will you convince the admissions office that you are a good candidate for their program?  
 
For the first writing assignment, you must pretend or practice writing a letter to the admissions 
office of a University program.  You must use different tenses to talk about your 
accomplishments, current status, and future goals.  You will also need to use future time clauses 
to connect your ideas (as soon as, before, until, when, while, after…). 
 
Start by brainstorming ideas to the following questions and use the correct tense: 
• What are you currently studying? (simple present or present progressive)    
              
• What program interests you and why?  (Future time clause + Future)    
              
• What did you do in the past that prepared you for your program?  (used to)   
               
• How will you contribute to the program?  (Future+ Future time clause)    
              
• Think of a way to make a formal request to be admitted or to get more information about the 
program.  (Imperative)          
              
 
 
 
 
 
Use the model on the back to create your Admissions letter. 
Type up your final letter and upload it to the Moodle site (under week 3) by Monday, February 
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8.  If you upload the homework late, you will lose 5 points every day.  
Model: 
Katie Subra 
ESL 411-002 
Writing #1 
February 8, 2010 
 
Dear Admissions Officer, 
My name is Katie Subra.  I am from Thailand and I am studying ESL in the Minnesota English 
Language Program.  After I complete my ESL courses, I will work on getting my Bachelor’s degree in 
Biological Sciences.  I used to study biology in Thailand and I received excellent grades.   
 When I am accepted into the Biological Sciences program at the University of Minnesota, I am 
going to study very hard and work on research projects.  Please send me more information about your 
program and consider my application materials. 
Sincerely, 
Katie Subra 
Use this rubric as a check-list to make sure that you get all of the points for this project: 
√ Did you…? 
 
Points possible: Points 
earned: 
 …use the correct format? 5-done 4-format 
problem 
3-several 
problems 
2-no letter 
formatting 
 
 …start your letter with a 
simple present or present 
progressive statement? 
5-used 
correct 
tenses 
4-tense 
problems 
3-several 
tense 
problems 
2-wrong 
tense/not 
clear 
 
 …combine future tense and 
future time clauses 2 
times? 
10-used 
correct 
tenses 
8-tense 
problem 
with 1  
6-tense 
problem 
with both 
4-wrong 
tense/not 
clear 
 
 …use the phrase used to 
with the correct tense? 
5-used 
correct 
tenses 
4-tense 
problems 
3-several 
tense 
problems 
2-wrong 
tense/not 
clear 
 
 …use the imperative to 
make a formal request? 
5-used 
correct 
tenses 
4-tense 
problems 
3-several 
tense 
problems 
2-wrong 
tense/not 
clear 
 
Comments:               Total:              /30 
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Microteaching Project 
 
This semester you will work with a partner to prepare a short (10-15 minute) presentation and/or 
activity about one of the grammar points we study.  You should present the grammar point by 
using it to talk about your culture and then create a follow-up activity. 
 
• Week 3:  Your teacher will assign you a partner to work with.  You will be required to meet 
with your partner outside of class to prepare for you presentation. 
My partner is:       
 
• Week 4:  Sign-up for a microteaching presentation day with your partner.  See syllabus for dates 
and ideas about the units we will be covering on those days.   
My presentation day is:       
 
• The week of your presentation:  You will be required to meet with your teacher a few days 
before your presentation to discuss the activities that you want to do in class. 
I am meeting with my teacher on:       
 
Activity Examples (creativity is preferred!) 
First, you both of you should talk about your culture using the target structure (grammar).  Then you 
can create an activity so that the other students can practice using the grammar too: 
  
• Find a short story or article that uses the grammar point that you are presenting on. 
• Create an activity that challenges your classmates to write and practice new sentences using the 
grammar point. 
• Create a chart that helps your classmates better understand the grammar point. 
• Find pictures that relate to the grammar point you are talking about and use them to create an 
activity. 
• Write questions for a game to review a grammar point. 
• Other ideas?... 
 
Microteaching preparation 
 
Step 1 
Read the grammar information in your chapter on pages ______. Make sure you understand how to use 
the grammar correctly. If you have any questions ask Andrew or e-mail him. Remember, it is not your 
job to teach the grammar. Instead, you are going to use it in a presentation. Think about giving 
examples from your culture. 
 
 
Step 2 
List several ideas about how you can use the grammar to present your topic,  
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________________________________________________. Be as specific as possible. 
 
 
Ideas: ____________________________________________________ 
 
 ____________________________________________________ 
 
 ____________________________________________________ 
 
 ____________________________________________________ 
 
Step 3 
Choose a format. Will you make a PowerPoint presentation? Will you use scenes from a video? Will 
you act out a skit or read a dialogue? Will you use photos? 
 
 
Step 4 
Decide how you want your classmates to use the information in your presentation. Will you write a 
short quiz for them? (4 or 5 questions) Will you have them fill in a chart or take notes? You have to 
provide them with a task – something to do during your presentation or at the end of your presentation. 
 
 
Step 5 
Practice your presentation. Use a clock to time it. Your presentation should be 10-15 minutes long. 
 
 
Step 6 
Meet with Katie on __________________________ to discuss your plan. He will give you feedback 
that you should incorporate into your final presentation. 
 
 
Step 7 
Practice your presentation again. Speak slowly and clearly. Ask a friend or roommate to listen and give 
you feedback.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Turn paper over to see the project guidelines in a check-list. 
 
Name:       
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Use this rubric as a check-list to make sure that you get all of the points for this project: 
√ Did you…? 
 
20 points 
Presenter 
was well- 
prepared 
and 
creative 
17.5 
points 
Some 
aspects 
were not 
prepared 
15 points 
Activities 
were 
confusing 
to other 
students 
12.5 
points 
Grammar 
point 
was not 
clear 
≤10 
points 
Missing 
steps or 
lack of 
effort 
 …work equally with your 
partner using the target 
structure and creating an 
interesting activity? 
     
 …meet with your teacher to 
discuss your ideas and get 
feedback ahead of time? 
     
 …use clear explanations and 
instructions during your 
presentation? 
     
 …show that you understood 
the grammar point well 
enough to guide the class for 
10-15 minutes productively? 
     
 …use the board, a handout, 
video, pictures, or some other 
visual aid in your 
presentation? 
     
 
Comments:             Total:              /100 
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Particle or Preposition? 
Read the sentences below and decide whether the underlined words create phrasal verbs (verb + 
particle) or verb + preposition.  Circle particle or preposition and write a short description of the 
meaning for each sentence. 
 
1. A) We always run out of candy on Halloween because there are so many children in our 
neighborhood.        Verb + particle/preposition 
Meaning:            
        
       B) We will run out of the room screaming if there is a fire! 
        Verb + particle/preposition 
       Meaning:           
 
2. A) The bathroom is occupied so go get dressed up in your room. 
Verb + particle/preposition 
        Meaning:            
         
       B) The children hate getting dressed up for family photos. 
         Verb + particle/preposition 
        Meaning:            
 
3. A) Here is your hat.  Put it on before you go outside. 
Verb + particle/preposition 
        Meaning:            
 
        B) I want my hat back so just go ahead and put it on the table. 
         Verb + particle/preposition 
        Meaning:            
 
4. A) She volunteers because she wants to help out her community. 
Verb + particle/preposition 
       Meaning:            
  
       B) She needed to be helped out of her car after the accident. 
         Verb + particle/preposition 
       Meaning:            
 
5. A) Don’t look up at the ceiling for an answer. 
Verb + particle/preposition 
       Meaning:            
 
       B) Look up the meaning in your dictionary. 
         Verb + particle/preposition 
       Meaning:            
 
 
Name:         Score:        /10 
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Indefinite Past:  Use the present perfect to talk about actions that were completed in the past at an 
uncertain or indefinite time. 
Have you ever…? 
You are going to survey your classmates to find out if they have ever done any of these activities in the 
past.   
1) First, you must write the questions that you will ask about the following activites.  Make sure 
that you are using the Present Perfect tense! 
2) After you have written your questions for b-k, walk around the class room and question as many 
classmates as possible.  Write your classmate’s names on the “Name” line if they answer yes 
and write an indefinite present perfect statement about them. 
Try to use adverbs in your statements: never, just, recently, twice, lately, recently…  
3) If none of your classmates can answer in the affirmative (+), write a negative statement.  If they 
answer affirmatively, ask them to tell you more about their experience! 
 
a. visit Australia 
Q:  (Example) Have  you ever visited Australia?        
 
Name:  Travis has just returned from Australia.        
 
b. act in a play 
Q:              
 
Name:              
 
c. swim in the ocean 
Q:              
 
Name:              
 
d. run in a race 
Q:              
 
Name:              
 
e. do volunteer work 
Q:              
 
Name:              
 
 
f. go scuba diving 
Q:              
 
Name:              
 
 
g. lift weights in a gym 
Q:              
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Name:              
 
h. bake a cake 
Q:              
 
Name:              
 
i. adopt a pet 
Q:              
 
Name:              
 
j. open a bank account 
Q:              
 
Name:              
 
k. eat a bug 
Q:              
 
Name:              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gerund?  Infinitive?  Or Both? 
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Directions:  Look at the verbs in the box below and decide which column they belong 
in.  Write the verb under the appropriate column. 
 
 
 
 
 
GERUND INFINITIVE BOTH 
 
 
  
 
Appendix E 
 
celebrate     recommend  fail  love   deny 
want  prefer miss   start  imagine  need 
forget try    practice       pretend        wish           avoid 
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Retrospective Syllabus 
Minnesota English Language Program - University of Minnesota 
Intermediate Grammar, ESL 411, Section 2 – Spring 2010 
 
Instructor: Katie Subra 
Phone:  612-626-9521 
Email:   subr0054@umn.edu 
Office:  101C Wesbrook 
Office Hour:    Monday, 12:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m., and by appointment 
Class Time:  Monday to Friday, 9:05 a.m. to 9:55 a.m. 
Classroom: Wulling 20 & Jones 35 (Wednesdays) 
   
Texts:   
Fuchs, M., Bonner, M., andWestheimer, M. (2006). Focus on Grammar, 3rd Edition 
 
Focus on Grammar Interactive website: http://www.focusongrammarinteractive.com/ 
Bring the textbook to class every day and make sure that you register for the Interactive website using 
the access code in your book. 
Textbook:  Text was sufficient.  We moved through all of the Units in a different order, picking 
activities that were appropriate, and supplementing other activities.   
Students:  This was a good group of diverse students.  L1s included:  1 Portuguese, 2 French, 4 
Korean, 4 Chinese, 1 Chinese/Taiwanese 
 
After you finish this course you will be better able to 
• Use the simple present, simple past, future, present progressive, and present perfect verb tenses 
• Use modals to express ability, permission, requests, advice, suggestions, necessity, 
expectations, future possibility, and conclusions 
• Use articles, adjectives, and adverbs correctly and clearly 
• Identify and use phrases that require the infinitive or gerunds 
• Use a greater variety of sentence structures accurately  
• Use the writing process to brainstorm, plan, organize, write and edit your paragraphs 
 
Objectives:  These seem like good objectives and most of them were met.  However, writing 
assignments didn’t always result in good editing or planning lessons; rather, they tended to just help 
students practice the grammar points more.  Sentence variety was definitely achieved.   
 
Workload and assignments: Expect homework daily. 
• Homework: You will do grammar exercises from the textbook, worksheets, and assigned 
online activities daily.  Generally, students did about 3 additional worksheets to supplement the 
textbook.  Also, Focus on Grammar Interactive exercises were assigned for each unit.  The 
Interactive component helped students practice for the tests, but they were rather time-
consuming for some students.  Students had homework almost every day, but book activities 
were not corrected.  Answer keys were posted to the class Moodle site. 
• Formal writing: You will write at least 5 short writing assignments.  The topics, length, and 
format will vary and we will discuss the details of each one later.  We will also have a final 
project based on a writing assignment.  Students wrote 5 short essays that incorporated the 
grammar points.  Also, we did one formal peer-editing workshop. 
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• Microteaching: Working with a partner, you will prepare a short (10-15 minute) presentation 
and activity about one of the grammar points we study.  You will be required to meet with your 
partner and instructor outside of class to prepare.  The students said that they enjoyed 
microteaching presentations a lot, but I’m not sure how much they learned from each other’s 
presentations.  Mostly, the students who were presenting a topic learned the most from it, but 
the audience didn’t always understand how they were using the target grammar until they did an 
activity or quiz at the end.  I would suggest having everyone do a presentation on one topic and 
pointing out the target grammar that they used, or having everyone present an activity for their 
assigned units.   
• Tests: Upon completion of a set of related units, you will take a grammar test. We will have 6 
tests total.  The first 5 tests were different parts, with the first part being weighted a little less 
because most of it was review material.  The last test had the same weight as the other 4 tests, 
but it consisted of 50% Part II and 50% Cumulative questions. 
 
Attendance and participation 
• Attendance is a very important part of being successful in the Minnesota English Language 
Program; the classroom is where learning takes place, and attendance is a requirement for your 
student visa. Students are expected to attend every class, arrive on time, and speak in English. If 
your attendance is below 90%, your overall grade will be significantly reduced and you may fail 
the class.  If you are late to class or leave early, you will be marked absent.  In addition, 
program certificates are only awarded to students who attend 90% or more of each of their 
courses.  This is a good policy and it may have kept a lot of students in class more than they 
otherwise would have been. 
• If you are absent on the day of a test, you must call or email the instructor the day that you are 
absent to arrange for a makeup test as soon as possible. 
• It is your responsibility to find out what we did on a day that you were absent.  Check the 
schedule on Moodle or email the instructor or one of your classmates to find out what you 
missed.  Schedule a time to turn in late work with me.     
 
E-mail and Moodle 
We will use Moodle, an online course management system.  To access this class’s Moodle site, 
go to https://moodle.umn.edu  and click on “Login” in the upper right corner of the screen.  Next, enter 
your x500 (email) ID and your password.  Then click on the name of this course.  You may check 
Moodle for assignments or to check your grades.  You may also use Moodle to post a question for your 
instructor and classmates about your assignments.  
Assignments were posted on Moodle and students posted writing assignments there.  
 
Schedule:  We followed this schedule fairly close.  The hardest units (modals and present perfect) 
received the most attention, but students were equally challenged and motivated by outside materials 
for these units.  What follows are my notes about daily class activities.  
 
 
# Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri 
1 18-Jan 
No Class-MLK 
Day 
 
 
19-Jan 
-Student Info sheet 
-Icebreaker/writing 
diagnostic (write 
questions and 
20-Jan 
-Diagnostic (20min)  
-Jones 35: Intro to 
class Moodle site & 
registering for FoG 
21-Jan               U1:  
-Ask ?s to elicit 
present simple & 
progressive 
-Draw timeline & 
22-Jan               U2: 
-Rd recipes in pairs 
& circle imp. 
-Listen to cd p18 
-Ss rd p13 & I act 
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responses) 
-Syllabus 
-Unit 1 activities are 
optional  
 
 
 
HW: write your daily 
sched. (see moodle); 
Rd p 2 
take EXs of both 
-Talk about p2-3, 7, 
& 8-9 if time 
-Ss turn daily sched 
into sent using: adv 
of freq + “but 
Saturday…” 
HW:  bring recipe 
-List who & how 
p14-15 
-Do 15.1 & label 
-Do 19 class/pairs 
 
 
HW:  Review U1,2 
pp 8-9 &18.4 
2 25-Jan               U3: 
-Ss check answers 
-Simple past 
video/wksht  
-talk about ? form 
-p22-3 as class, then 
26- 1 para /group & 
list verbs on board 
irr/reg 
-complete scroll 
HW: Act 4,5,6,7 
26-Jan             U3/4: 
-Do/check 2,3,5 
-Model 9 w/ S & pair 
Ss to complete 
-Timeline for all 
-Ss act/rd p34 
-A 1+why, 3 was 
started on the board- 
?s about forming ?s 
HW: Act 2, 3 & 4 
27-Jan           U4/5: 
-Rev. ? formation 
-Act 8 in teams- Ss 
get 1 minute to look 
at pic & 3 minutes to 
write 
-p43- discuss fads 
-Ss do fad wksht, 
then share in pairs  
HW: Write summary 
of 1 Fad 
28-Jan           U5/6: 
-Do FoG U5#1 
-Ss do 1-3 while I √ 
FoG site w/ indiv. 
-Trans btw 5 & 6 by 
having Ss write 
predictions about 
their fad on HW 
-Rd 52-3/discuss diff 
future forms 
HW: Act 1 in book  
29-Jan               U6: 
- Review charts/?s 
& (get) used to 
-Neg. contractions 
-Do 2 (be going to) 
-Act 4 (will) 
 
 
 
HW: Act 3,5,6 & 9; 
FoG 
3 1-Feb                 U7: 
-U6A9-pairs use 
Y/N & Wh ?s + fut. 
-Rd p 65, break- 
down phrases 
-A 1, 2 
-A6 pairs- share 
 
 
 
HW: Clause+goals 
worksheet 
2-Feb                  U8: 
-Att ? “What are you 
going to see when 
you go to the 
Activities Fair?” 
-Fix my goal sheet 
-Pairs check hw 
-Ask ?s using SO  
-Act 2, 3 as group 
 
 
HW: review/check 
3-Feb          Review 
-Att? “What will you 
do when you finish 
your classes at the 
MELP?” 
-3 teams of 4 Ss & 15 
min/station  
1: Organize future & 
? clauses 
2: U 1/3wkshts 
3: U4wkshts 
HW: review/check 
4-Feb 
-Review p.82 + rd w/ 
missing info-Ss 
create ?s to ask 
-Introduce MT  
-Writing 1-Fill-out 
wksht & discuss 
-Begin writing in 
class 
 
HW:  Writing 1 due 
Monday-online! 
5-Feb 
-Test 1 
-Ss may work on 
Writing 1 or ask ?S 
after the test 
-Ask:  “How/when 
will you turn-in 
writing  assignment 
1?” 
 
HW:  Writing 1 & 
Rd p. 240 
4 8-Feb              U21: 
-Act 6 in partners: 
“what will you bring 
to…” lists 
-List nouns on p240 
as C/NC+No. 
-“ Imagine That”-
NC nouns video & 
quantifier wksht 
-Hand-back tests & 
explain grades 
 
HW: Act 1-3 
9-Feb                U22: 
-“Do you like (the) 
snow?”- difference 
-Rd Fable p 249-50 
-Review Count/NC & 
add def/ind chart 
-Ss write & share 
fable w/ partner; then 
circle def/ & 
underline ind. art. 
-Act 1 + explain 
-Sign up for MT  
HW: Act 2, 4, 5 
10-Feb            U23: 
-Act 1, together 
-Internet activities in 
lab (Ss do): 
1st Personality test 
wksht w/ partner,  
2nd FoG activities 
U22 &23 
-Reminder: Writing 1 
emails with 
comments 
 
HW: FoGI, Act 2 
11-Feb        U23/24: 
-“What kind of 
person are you?” + 
answer w/ adj&adv 
-U23 Act 5 as class 
-Read p277 
-Explain examples 
from reading & write 
more on bd 
-Act 1-re-write 
 
 
HW:  FoGI, Act 3-4 
12-Feb            U24: 
-“Are you as adj+ 
as me?” or “Are you 
more+adj +than 
me?” y/n repeat 
-U24 Act 5 as class 
-Article Jeopardy 
-Show FoGI 
assignments 
-MT sign-up! 
HW: FoGI PV,VI; 
U22-Act6 
5 15-Feb            U25: 
-“What is your 
country known 
for?”:  superlative 
-p. 289-91 
-Act 1- partners 
write & share info 
about cities 
-Act 2- as class 
-Act 6- listening 
-Act 4- pairs do 1 
HW:  FoGI; Act 3/5 
16-Feb              U26: 
-Act 8-Ss start 1-6, 
then add 4 ?s in a 
group; “find out” 
-Use comparatives/ 
superlatives to “find 
out” as a class 
-Act 1,6(list) 
-YouTubeVideo of 
Olympics- Ss use 
comp/sup adv. 
HW: Act 3-4 
17-Feb            U26: 
-Share Comp Adv 
statements 
-Act 5 (edit) 
-FoGI Activities 
Unit 26:  Practice A 
together; B-E & read 
on their own 
 
 
HW:  FoGI, Check 
Answer Keys 
18-Feb          Review  
-Wkshts U21-22 
-Wkshts U23 
-Writing 2- fill out 
handout count/nc 
together; 1-5 alone 
-Examples & discuss 
rubric 
 
 
HW:  Study, W1 due 
Mon-online 
19-Feb     
- Test 2 
 
6 
 
22-Feb            U11: 
-“What activities are 
23-Feb              U12: 
-U11-Act 5 (edit) 
24-Feb            U13: 
-FoGI-Listening 
25-Feb       U13/14: 
-Make requests w/ 
26-Feb 
-MT1- JungHwan & 
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you good at?” Use 
can + ask Ss 
- return/discuss T2 
-Watch Bolt + 
wksht(2-4as class) 
-Discuss p127 
-Act 2 
-Act 3- if time 
HW: Act 3-4 
-Brainstorm ?s for 
your roommate; Do 
Act1 w/ partner 
-Discuss p137 
-Act 5- listening 
-Act 6 in groups 
(share at the end) 
 
HW: Act 2-4 
together+charts 
(discuss verb forms 
& formality) 
-FoGI Practice 
-Requests Wksht: 
brainstorm, ask 
?s/notes, write 
dialogue, perform 
HW:  FoGI U11-13 
can, could, will, 
would, would you 
mind + answer 
-Editing U13 
-p 154-7 
-Act 2 
-Act 9 pairs share 
 
HW:  Act 3 
Frank (U14) 
-Act 5 
-Act 6 
-Grammar Out of 
the Box (FoGI) 
 
 
 
HW: FoGI; Act3-4 
7 1-Mar             U15: 
-Look @ p169-
Listen to Act1  
-Give advice & talk 
about suggestions 
using Let’s/Could & 
Why don’t/Why not 
/How about  
-Act 2 
-Act 5-Listening 
-Act 6 w/ partner 
HW: Act 3-4; FoGI 
2-Mar               U33: 
-Share problem & 
make suggestions 
“Why don’t you/Why 
not +b.v” 
-p376-take survey; Ss 
share own & public 
preferences 
-Blue boxes/Act 3 
-Note 4/Act 4 
 
HW: FoGI 
3-Mar             U34: 
-Quick review of 
(would) prefer/ 
would rather 
-Rd 388-91 
-Act 1-listening 
-Act 3-pairs show 
me, then: 
-FoGI work time 
 
 
HW: Act 4; FoGI 
4-Mar         U34/35: 
-Act 8 together- show 
more signs 
-Pairs list rules & 
make a sign on 
CL/AB’s wksht 
-Act 1 
-399-400-Ss give 
new examples 
-Act 2 
 
HW: None! 
5-Mar 
-MT2- Cristina & 
Ryan-laptop/quiz 
-Act 5-listening 
-Act 3-Ss write 2-11 
on bd 
-Act 4-editing 
 
 
 
 
HW: FoGI 
8 8-Mar             U36: 
-“What are your 
future plans?”-talk 
about certainty vs. 
possibility  
- rd408: Ss give Ex. 
-Act 1-listening 
-Act 6-listen; predict 
weather 
-Interview-Ss 
exchange info (like 
Act7), write poss. & 
ask each other 
HW: Act 2-4 
9-Mar               U37: 
-Act 8-listening 
-Discuss notes-417 
-Act 2-conclusions 
-Show art from Sp. 
-Divide Ss into 2 
groups-rd 414/18; 
groups write main 
ideas & share w/ 
class- other group 
writes conclusions 
 
HW: Finish FoGI; √ 
answer keys online 
10-Mar 
-Review: 
-Preview test on bd 
-Conclusions “Gang 
of Four” Wksht 
-Respond-Wksht 13 
-C.Ls Modal Chart: 
groups of 3-4 match 
words; Ss write 
examples of each one 
 
HW: Finish FoGI; √ 
answer keys online 
11-Mar 
- Test 3 
12-Mar 
-MT3-Gloria & 
Tato- laptop 
-Evaluations of my 
teaching- explain 
-Give individual 
grades & absences 
on laptop while Ss 
do evals. 
9 22-Mar 
-Handback Test 3-
review modals & go 
over problems 
-Writing 3- Intro, Ss 
preferences, pros & 
cons, disc rubric & 
give time to start 
writing 
 
 
HW:  rough draft 
23-Mar             U16: 
-Writing Wkshp 
-Example of bad W 
-Match Ss w/ partner 
to read & grade w/ 
rubric, find errors, 
give comments 
-Ask ?s w/ since/for 
-Rd p182 
HW:  W3- Moodle 
by 25-Mar 9am. 
24-Mar             U16: 
-“How long have you 
+ p.p.?”-Ss Q/A 
-Rd grammar notes 
-Act 1 & 2 together 
-Act 3- alone 
-“Since & For” 
wksht- search for 
actors on imdb & 
write sentences 
 
HW:  Act 4-5; W3 
25-Mar     U16/17: 
-Check Act 5 
-Ss write resume 
-Role play 
interview-Act 8, 
perform for class 
-Ask Ss ?s-“Have 
you already/yet?” 
-Notes/Act 1 
-Act 2 (if time) 
 
HW:  Act 2; FoGI 
26-Mar           U17: 
-“17 Again” 
video/wksht- use 
already & yet w/ 
partner 
-Act 3 w/ partner & 
write on bd 
-Act 6 Info Gap as 
class; ½ class looks 
at p199/ ½ 201- 
cross off chores 
HW:  Act 4; FoGI 
10 29-Mar           U18: 
-Rd 202 
-Act 2-listen-What 
do you notice? 
-Indef. Past diff: use 
timeline 
-Act 1-together 
-Wksht #4 Q/A:  
work time & bd 
 
HW:  Act 3 & 4 
30-Mar             U18: 
-“Have you (ever) 
visited Germany?”  
Yes/No, … 
-Act 7-listening 
-Survey wksht: write, 
ask, ask for more 
info, & share stories 
with class 
-Act 6 (if time) 
HW:  FoGI U18 
31-Mar             U19: 
-Rd 212: compare 
simple past vs p.p. 
w/ grammar notes 
-FoGI: read as class 
-Act 2, silent/class 
-FoGI: Do Discover 
Grammar together; 
work time for U19 
1st, then go back 
HW:  FoGI U16-19 
1-Apr              U19: 
-Act 4-together, then 
ask each other “How 
have you changed 
since the year 
2000?” 
-Act 8- # practice: 
p.p/s.p w/ partner 
-Act 3- do/explain 
-Act 10 (if time) 
HW:  Act 5   
2-Apr 
- MT4-Ronny & 
Cherry 
-Editing Act 6 
-Cloze- music 
lyrics:  guess/ listen/ 
discuss/ listen-
“Hollow Man” 
REM 
-Have not vs never 
HW:  FoGI 
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11 5-Apr              U20: 
-Act 7-listening 
-Rd 222- discuss 
progressive form 
-Act 2 together 
-Act 3 alone 
-Discuss spring 
changes use ppp 
HW:  Act 4-5 
6-Apr                U20: 
-“How have things 
changed in your 
country recently?” 
-Check Act 5 
-Do Editing- Act 6 
-Matching wksht- 
finished/unfinished 
HW: FoGI 16-20 
7-Apr 
-Writing 4: disc. ?s 
w/ partner, writing 
notes, begin draft of 
assignment & discuss 
rubric (check w/ 
partner?) 
-Review wksht 
HW: FoGI, study 
8-Apr 
- Test 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HW:  
9-Apr 
-Prepositions mini 
lesson:  use with 
nouns, adj, verbs 
-Complete wksht 
-Rd 316-317 
 
HW: post W4 & 
bring wksht 
12 12-Apr            U27: 
-Act 5- listening 
-Act 1- review gr. 
notes 1-2 
-Act 2- aff/neg 
-Have Ss use verbs 
+ gerund as object 
-Gr. Note 3- Act 3 
-Gerund/Prep 
Wksht- part 1 alone/ 
2 together 
HW: Act 4; FoGI 
13-Apr              U28: 
-Act 1- diff btw prep, 
verb, inf 
-Grammar notes 
-Act 3-Ss do on bd. 
-Act 4- provide a 
reason, as a class 
-Act 7- 3-4 Ss name 
group & write 3 
campaign slogans 
HW: Using Act 8: 
write 8 sentences 
14-Apr              U29: 
-Ss read 1 sentence 
-Infinitive examples 
-Act 1 
-Parenting (verb+inf) 
wksht: 
Read the poll 
together & discuss 
problems- Ss write 5 
solutions w/ inf. 
 
HW: Act 3; FoGI 
15-Apr            U30: 
-“Why do you go 
to…?/ inf+reason” 
-Share notes during 
answers 
-Act 1- find inf. 
-Act 2- together 
-Act 4   
 
 
 
HW:  
16-Apr 
-MT5-Erica & Jay 
-Bring objects- 
“How is this item 
used?”: groups 
decide what it is & 
invent a new use 
 
 
 
 
HW: FoGI; Rd 348 
13 19-Apr            U31: 
-Act 1 together 
-comprehension ?s 
about 349-350 
-Act 2- pairs 
-Act 5- listening 
-too/enough wksht- 
groups 
-Act 8- pairs write  
 
HW:  Act 3 
20-Apr              U32: 
-Discuss U31-Act 7 
expressions 
-Discuss grammar 
notes/ger vs inf/ both/ 
meaning 
-Act 1 + discuss  
-Act 2 meaning 
-Ger/Inf wksht 
 
HW:  Act 3 & 5 
21-Apr              U32:          
-Review wksht 
-Gerund/infinitive 
video-“Bucket List”: 
watch & pairs write 5 
things they would 
like to do in both 
verb forms- share 
similarities,  
-FoGI work time 
HW: FoGI, study 
22-Apr 
-Writing 5: p367-1 
alone- discuss 
ger/inf + meaning of 
connectors, 2, 3  
-p368-4 discuss w/ 
partner & share info 
about partner 
-Editing activity  
-Start writing 5 
HW: Post W5:Mon 
23-Apr 
-MT6-Hui/Mengna 
-3 groups compete 
to fill-in verb 
columns  
-3 groups 
compete to write ger 
& inf sent. for 
“both” column 
HW: Post W5 by 
M, FoGI, study! 
14 26-Apr               
-Test 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HW:  Respond to 
letter 
27-Apr                 
-Editing R/C comps: 
use √list & wksht ?s 
-Return tests/?s 
 
 
 
 
 
HW: edit for R/C; 
respond to letter 
28-Apr                U9: 
-Rd p94-96 & discuss 
pronouns 
-Act 1/2-together 
-Act 4 in pairs/split 
-Act 9-memory/dis. 
 
 
 
HW: Act 3 & 8; 
respond to letter 
29-Apr        U9/10: 
-Verb expressions 
use reflexively:A-2 
-Act 7-pairs report 
-Rd 105-107 
-Act 1 alone & 
discuss meaning 
-Act 2 meaning 
 
 
HW: FoGI 
30-Apr            U10: 
-Pairs do wksht of 
particles vs. preps 
-Act 3 
-Act 4 
-Act 9 in pairs 
-Discuss HW/Self-
help examples 
HW: Self-help 
look-up/write refl & 
phrasal verbs 
15 3-May             U10:  
-Act 7 guess & √ 
-Ss report on Self-
help HW in pairs-
report to class 
-U 9/10 wksht 
 
 
HW: FoGI 
4-May 
-Edit U9/10: Ss find 
errors/write 1 on bd 
& describe it 
-Ss edit sentences for 
all topics: ppt 
-Grammar note 
scramble in groups 
HW: FoGI 
5-May Cum Review 
-FoGI review tests: 
Part III (modals), Part 
IV (pres. perf.), Part 
VII (ger/inf)- Do 1st 
together with disc. & 
work for 15min/topic 
HW: Study 
6-May 
-Final Test 
7-May -Last Day! 
-Test Feedback 
-Treats 
-Mad Libs/ 
Scattergories! 
-Class Evaluations 
 
Appendix F 
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Observer Mike Anderson Course ESL 831 
 
Katie’s ESL 831 class is an oral skills course.  There were 8 students in class, one arriving later than the others.  
Student language backgrounds include Korean, Japanese, Chinese, and Vietnamese.   
  
 1. Clear and achievable objectives in the lesson.  Achievement of those objectives.  When did you see 
learning taking place? 
 In our debrief session, we discussed writing learning objectives and focusing on what students will be able to 
do at the end of the lesson.  These types of objectives should be achievable for the students and measurable so 
that you can assess if the objectives have been met.  With some revision, what are now activities (e.g. students 
will review the rules…) can become learning objectives (e.g. students will be able to apply the rules for word 
stress in simple sentences). 
 Katie did have a well thought out lesson plan not only for this class, but for the entire term.  That gave a nice 
picture of the past and future lessons for this class. 
 2. Choice of activities.  Appropriate for getting at the objectives of the lesson? 
 The sentence correction activity seemed to engage the students and worked as a good review for them.  
Students certainly seemed to enjoy it and it was challenging for them.  In our debrief we discussed how one 
might make the class schedule activity more closely related to the speaking tasks the students would need to do 
at the school visit the next day. 
3. The ratio of student talk to teacher talk 
There was a good amount of student talk, especially in the sentence correction activity.  Katie involved all of 
the students in this task and ensured that everyone had a turn to participate in the activity. 
 4. Use of classroom aids/realia/video/audio/board 
The class outline on the board helped students plan for the class and Katie also used the board during the 
sentence game.  Handouts were clear and did not have overly complicated instructions. 
 5. Clarity of instructions 
 In our debrief, we discussed other ways to model the instructions to students so as to engage them even more.  
Students certainly understood Katie’s instructions and did not take long to get on task. 
6. Checking learner understanding. 
Katie checked in on all student groups and called on several students by name to ensure everyone was on task 
and understanding the material.  This gave learners a sense of security that the instructor knew when they were 
‘getting it.’ 
 7. Error correction.  When? Why? Enough feedback?  How do students react to feedback? 
This was great to see.  Katie gave positive feedback to students such as “good pronunciation” and corrective 
feedback on pronunciation and grammar.  She helped one student pronounce ‘careers.’  One student corrected 
the word stress of emPLOYer which was listed as EMployer in the book.  Katie listened to the student and 
confirmed the correction for the class.  This was a good way of handling that situation. 
8. Flexibility and sensitivity to student needs and culture 
Katie was flexible and welcoming to all of the students in the class. 
9. Overall 
 Katie did a very nice job facilitating the class and ensuring students were engaged in the material.  She 
demonstrated many of the good teaching skills we look for in the classroom and her class was communicative 
in nature. 
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Appendix H 
 
         Name:                                               .  
 
Writing Diagnostic/Ice-Breaker 
 
Directions:  Look at the prompts listed below.  Write the question that you will ask your classmate to 
find out if this is true for them.  Then walk around the room and ask the questions! 
After you are done asking the questions, you will be asked to write a statement about each one. 
 
Find someone who…  
• likes to visit foreign countries:  
 
-Question:                                                                                                                               ? 
 
-Name (ask them for the spelling!)                                    . 
 
-Statement:                                                                                                                              . 
 
• has gone skiing or snowboarding in the past and find out when they did it: 
 
-Question:                                                                                                                               ? 
 
-Name (ask them for the spelling!)                                    . 
 
-Statement:                                                                                                                      . 
 
• wants to study at the University of Minnesota and find out what they will study: 
 
-Question:                                                                                                                                ? 
 
-Name (ask them for the spelling!)                                    . 
 
-Statement:                                                                                                                              . 
 
• is able to dance really well: 
 
-Question:                                                                                                                                ? 
  
-Name (ask them for the spelling!)                                    . 
 
-Statement:                                                                                                                              . 
 
• doesn’t like the cold weather: 
 
-Question:                                                                                                                               ? 
 
-Name (ask them for the spelling!)                                    . 
 
-Statement:                                                                                                                 . 
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Appendix I 
 
 
 
 
 
MELP Student Activities Team Handbook:  Activity Rules and Guidelines to make student activities 
safe and fun for all MELP students. 
 
1) Absolutely no alcohol involved.  MELP students represent the University of Minnesota, which 
has a zero-tolerance approach to alcohol.  Zero=none. 
 
2) Behave responsibly and maturely.  What you do off-campus may affect the way others view 
MELP.   
 
 
3) Invite everyone.  Activities are a great way to meet other students and to practice your English.  
Get the most out of them by inviting students from all levels in the IEP and ask other students 
what they are interested in. 
 
 
4) Treat your hosts or the people you meet with respect.  Remember to be polite and give 
Minnesotans a good impression of you and your culture.   
 
 
5) Don’t do anything that makes you uncomfortable.  Just because you see Minnesota citizens or 
other students doing something, that doesn’t mean that it is OK.  Use good judgment before 
joining groups or talking to people that you don’t trust. 
 
 
Mission Statement:  The MELP Student Activities Team promotes official MELP-sponsored activities 
and events.  The Team also organizes and promotes other on- and off-campus events, with the approval 
of MELP staff, and according to the activity rules and guidelines, as stated above. 
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Appendix J 
 
MELP Student Activities Committee Resources: 
 
A directory of where to go & what to do in Minneapolis! 
 
(Please refer to the Student Activities Committee Handbook for a 
complete list of activity restrictions.) 
 
 
Check out these websites for ideas. 
 
 
1.  Coffman Union hosts movies, bowling, music and more!   
http://www.coffman.umn.edu/events/calendar/?today 
 
2.  Block E in Downtown Minneapolis offers shopping, movies, and dining every day of 
the week.  There is also a game arcade and bowling alley at Gameworks. 
http://www.kerasotes.com/Showtimes.aspx?SearchString=8630 
http://www.gameworks.com/?tId=1&sId=11 
 
3.  Comedysportz offers improvisational and interactive comedy that will have you 
laughing all night long!  Student discounts are offered for some shows. 
http://www.comedysportztc.com/ 
 
4.  Minneapolis lists events related to art, nature, music, theater and more in their print 
and online versions of the City Pages.  Visit the event calendar or just browse the 
website to get ideas about places to go any day of the week! 
http://www.citypages.com/ 
 
5.  There are many parks in and around the city where you can go to be active or plan a 
picnic! 
http://www.minneapolisparks.org/home.asp 
 
6.  Gopher Sports are happening all the time.  Check out the calendar to find out when 
your favorite games are being played! 
http://www.gophersports.com/ 
 
7.  Hungry?  The Twin Cities Dining Guide lists local and international cuisine that you 
may be missing out on! 
http://www.twincitiesdiningguide.com/ 
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Appendix K 
 
Name:          Score:  /61 
 
Final Exam for Grammar 411, Spring 2010 
Part 1 Optimism and your health. 
Complete the conversation.  Use the correct pronouns in the box.  Some items may have 
more than one right answer.  Some words can be used more than once.  7 points. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
RACHEL:  Sometimes I have to remind         myself        to stay positive when I’m having a bad  
                                                                            0.  
                    day.   
 
         BOB:  You know, I just read an article about people having healthier, happier lives by  
 
                    talking to themselves. 
 
RACHEL:  That sounds a bit strange.  Instead of talking about their problems to  
 
                                                         , people just talk to                                         ? 
1.                                                              
2. 
        BOB:  Not exactly. It’s not that people aren’t supposed to talk to                                           . 
                                                                                                                                    3. 
       But the article suggests that talking to                                        can change a 
                    4. 
       negative situation to a positive one. 
 
RACHEL:  But people will think I’m crazy! 
 
        BOB:  Well, don’t talk to _____________________ in public.  Instead, stand in front  
                                                                     5. 
       of your mirror each morning and tell yourself that you will have a great day. 
 
RACHEL:  Have you tried to talk to                                             ? 
                                                                                6. 
         BOB:  I have. I just say to                                        , “Bob, you will have a great day 
          7. 
                    today.”  I think it works. 
 
RACHEL:  OK, well, I’ll try it and let you know. 
 
each other himself  myself  themselves      
itself 
herself   yourself one another     yourselves 
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Part 2  Editing.  Be an optimistic person all the time. 
Read the paragraph.  There are five mistakes in the use of reflexive and reciprocal pronouns. 
The first mistake is already corrected. Find and correct four more.  4 points. 
 
                   yourself 
The true measure of being healthy is how optimistic you are about myself and your life.  
 
You can learn how to control your thinking so that you feel good about almost any situation.   
 
First, instead of looking at a problem as permanent, yourself, as an optimistic person, can see it  
 
as a temporary problem that has a solution.  You may see the problem as a challenging situation  
 
that you can resolve alone or with another person.  Optimistic people rely on each other to  
 
discover solutions together.  Secondly, when something goes wrong, don’t take it personally.  
 
Once you learn that you can’t control everything by himself, you are on the road to becoming an  
 
optimistic person.  You can believe in you and the world around you. 
 
 
Part 3  Homemade tortillas. 
Pablo and Carmen are talking about where to buy their favorite food, homemade tortillas. 
Complete the conversation.  Use the correct phrasal verbs in the box.  6 points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    PABLO:  Do you know what I miss most about Mexico?  Homemade tortillas. When I 
 
              was growing up    in Mexico, my mom made them every morning. 
                     0. 
CARMEN:  I miss homemade tortillas too, but I found a store that sells them. The only problem  
 
         is that you have to __________________ early to buy them.  I _________________ 
1.                                                                 2.   
         that the freshest tortillas are available when the store opens at 6:00 A.M. 
  
    PABLO:  How about taking me there tomorrow?  We should  _____________ a time to meet. 
                 3. 
CARMEN:  OK, meet me at the coffee shop at 5:45. If you’re not there by 6:00, I’ll 
 
        __      without you. 
   4. 
    PABLO:  OK, OK. I don’t want to     the opportunity to get fresh tortillas, 
drop off  go on   pass up  turn into 
 
figured out  look over  set up   wake up           was growing up 
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              5. 
         but in case I’m not there, you can     some tortillas at my house. 
               6. 
CARMEN:  Very funny.  You’d better be on time. 
 
    PABLO:  OK, I promise, I’ll be there! 
 
 
Part 4 Life in Mexico 
Pablo and Carmen are talking about living in Mexico. Complete the conversation. Circle the 
correct words.  6 points. 
 
CARMEN:  So, Pablo, where are you from?  I mean, what city? 
 
     PABLO:  I was brought up / back / out on a small farm in southern Mexico.  I helped my  
     0. 
         father over / at / out in the fields.  But then we moved to the city.  Now my family  
        1. 
         lives in Mexico City.  It’s a big change for them.  Instead of working in the fields.  
 
         my father puts into / on / off a suit and goes to work.  What about you? 
      2. 
CARMEN:  I grew up near the border between the United States and Mexico.  I learned how to 
 
        speak English when I was six years old.  I picked up / out / on English easily.  That  
        3. 
        has been really helpful for me. 
 
    PABLO: I bet! 
 
CARMEN:  I visited Mexico City once. Does your family like it there? 
 
    PABLO:  Well, my dad misses our small town, but my mom always points out / by / into that 
          4. 
         there are more opportunities in a bigger city and that life is better for our family  
 
         there.  I came to the United States for that reason too.  When did you come here? 
 
CARMEN:  My family moved to California when I was ten.  I attended elementary school, and  
 
         my sister went out / on / up to college.  She’s ten years older than me. 
       5. 
    PABLO:  You know, Carmen, it’s nice talking to you. I’m glad we signed into / up/ out for the 
6. 
         same class. 
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Part 5 Finding the materials. 
Amber and Tanisha need to find the materials to make a rocket.  Complete the 
conversation.  Circle the correct words or phrases.  9 points. 
 
TANISHA:  We would / can / could start building the rocket as soon as we find some soda 
         0. 
          bottles.  Would you mind to look /_looking / looks for some? 
               1. 
    AMBER:  I just looked.  I couldn’t / wasn’t able / shouldn’t find any. 
           2.  
TANISHA:  Let’s not / Why don’t / Why not we ask one of your neighbors?  Someone probably  
    3. 
          Has some.  Would you to go / going / go ask? 
      4. 
    AMBER:  Sure 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
    AMBER:  Hi, Mrs. Johnson.  My friend and I are making a bottle rocket.  Could we  
 
          to have / have / having a couple of empty soda bottles if you have any? 
   5. 
        Mrs. J:  Certainly.  You know, you ought talk / to talk / talking to my husband about making 
              6. 
          them.  He’s really good at it.  Here you go.  You ’d better / shouldn’t / ought wash  
          7. 
         the bottles out before you use them.   
 
    AMBER:  Great, thank you!  Would / Should / Had better your husband answer a few  
      8. 
          questions for us? 
 
          Mrs. J:  How about / Why not / Let’s ask him yourself?  He’s out in the garage. 
    9. 
    AMBER:  Thanks.  I’ll find him. 
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Part 6 Theo’s Journal.   
Complete Theo’s journal about buying boxes with Marisol.  Use the gerund or infinitive 
forms of the verbs in the box.  Some words may be used more than once.  Some items may 
have more than one right answer.  10 points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We’re getting close to ____finishing   our packing. Marisol asked me 
        0. 
                                  with her to buy boxes.  I considered _______            ____ boxes to be a 
     1.                  2. 
waste of money because there are free boxes everywhere, and _                     ___  _ money is 
      3. 
something that I never do.  I remember _              ________ some neighbors move one time. 
         4. 
Their boxes were all free, and they seemed _______________ just fine.  I really resisted 
5. 
                                 that it was OK to spend money on boxes.  At first, I was kind of 
   6. 
annoyed with Marisol for                                   that we buy them. I was nervous about 
             7. 
                                     a lot of money.  I finally relaxed when I saw in the store how unstable the 
     8. 
free boxes were, and I decided                                     all our boxes there. Maybe we didn’t buy 
           9. 
enough, and I’m thinking about                                       back to buy some more. 
            10. 
 
 
Part 7 At dinner. 
Complete the conversation between Doug and Carlos.  Use the present perfect form of each verb.  9 
points. 
 
     DOUG:  So, why did you move to Los Angeles? 
 
CARLOS:  Well, I           ’ve        always           wanted       to live in L.A. because I have a lot of            
0. (want) 
        family there.   
 
     DOUG:  Oh, so you                              to L.A. before. 
         1. (be) 
CARLOS:  Yeah, I                                 here many times to visit family. 
2. (come) 
     DOUG:  What do you do? 
 
admit      buy         get help     look           waste 
 
ask     finish        go           insist         spend        work 
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CARLOS:  I’m an investigative reporter. 
 
     DOUG:  Oh, really?  Where        you       ? 
            3. (work) 
CARLOS:  Well, several places.  I                                for a magazine, and I                            for  
         4. (write)           5. (report) 
       various newspapers. 
      
     DOUG:                             you                           a job here yet? 
     6. (find) 
CARLOS:  Well, I                               to a couple of newspapers since I arrived, but I 
   7. (apply) 
                                               working anywhere yet.   
               8. (not / start) 
     DOUG:  You said you did investigative reporting.  Have you ever thought about working as a  
 
        private investigator?   
 
CARLOS:  Yes, I                            .  It sounds like interesting work. 
   9. (have) 
     DOUG:  Well, we have more work than we can handle in our main office right here in L.A.,  
 
         and I’m looking for some help.  Are you interested? 
 
CARLOS:  Maybe.  Tell me more about it.   
 
 
Part 8 Reading  
 
Hope and Optimism 
 
 Recently, psychologists have learned the effects of hope and optimism on people’s lives. 
Studies indicate that positive attitudes have pervasive (existing or spreading everywhere) effects on 
many aspects of life, including physical and emotional health and success on the job. One study 
indicates that when college freshmen show a high degree of hopefulness, their grades are better than 
the grades of students who have similar ability but a more pessimistic outlook. Self-talk, one’s dialogue 
with oneself, is an indicator of whether a person is optimistic or pessimistic. Optimists do not blame 
themselves, and they tell themselves that even in a bad situation they can survive. Pessimists, on the 
other hand, take the blame for bad outcomes and see them as permanent and pervasive. This raises the 
question: If being an optimist has so many benefits, why are some people so pessimistic? That is a 
question researchers hope to explain in the future.  (Source: Adapted from Daniel Goldman, “What 
hope can do for you,” Self, June 1992, p. 112.) 
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Replace the underlined words above with phrasal verbs that have the same meaning.  Use each phrasal 
verb from the box one time.  Be sure to change the phrasal verb to match the verb tense in the original 
sentence. 
 
point out – bring up – clear up – find out – get by 
 
1. Psychologists have _______________ the effects of hope and optimism. 
 
2. Studies  _________________ that positive attitudes have pervasive effects.  
 
3. Optimists tell themselves that even in a bad situation they can _______________. 
 
4. This _______________ the question: If being an optimist has so many benefits, why are some 
people so pessimistic? 
 
5. That is a question researchers hope to _______________ in the future. 
 
 
Part 9 Writing 
Are you an optimist or a pessimist? On the bottom of this page, write a short paragraph describing 
yourself. Use three phrasal verbs from the box below and two of the reflexive expressions to explain 
how you react when things in your life go wrong.  5 points. 
 
Phrasal verbs: do over, drop out, follow through, get ahead, give up, keep on, 
let down, start over, talk into, talk over, think over, work out 
Reflexive expressions: ask myself, be hard on myself, believe in myself, feel sorry for myself, 
forgive myself, help myself, talk to myself 
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Appendix L 
 
Constitution of ESL Forum 
 
ARTICLE I-GENERAL 
Section 1: The official name of this organization shall be ESL FORUM. 
Section 2: The forum shall operate as a non-profit organization. 
Section 3: The forum shall abide by the applicable rules and policies of the University of Minnesota 
pertaining to student organizations. 
Section 4: This organization shall exist for the following purposes: 
a. To provide a forum for speakers to make presentations of timely interest to members on 
contemporary aspects of English as a Second Language (ESL).  
b. To provide a support group for students majoring in ESL. 
c. To provide social activities, discussion forums, and events for the membership. 
d. To provide a forum for interaction between ESL M.A. students and ESL professionals in the 
community. 
 
ARTICLE II-MEMBERSHIP 
Section 1: Membership is open to all students, faculty and staff associated with the ESL M.A. program 
or the Minnesota English Language Program (MELP). 
Section 2: Membership is open to all students without regard to race, religion, color, sex, national 
origin, disability, age, veteran status, creed, marital status, public assistance status, or sexual 
orientation. 
Section 3: Membership is voluntary.  Employees of MELP or graduate students in the ESL M.A. 
program are automatically considered members.  Others may opt-in by speaking to the officers of the 
Forum. 
 
ARTICLE III- OFFICERS 
Section 1: The forum shall consist of an unlimited number of Officers at Large. 
Section 2: Officers must be currently enrolled students at the University of Minnesota and registered 
for at least six credits.  Exceptions to the requirement are permitted for graduate students who are 
actively pursuing a degree. 
Section 3: Officers shall be selected during the September meetings and shall serve for a period of one 
year.  Selection is contingent upon the desires of the individual and the collective group’s opinion. 
Section 4: The duties of the forum shall be divided amongst the Officers at Large and they are as 
follows: 
a. Represent the forum at other meetings and events on campus. 
b. Plan, coordinate, and advertise forum events. 
c. Handle financial transactions of the forum.  Maintain thorough and accurate records of all 
transactions.  Produce financial reports as required by the forum.   
 
ARTICLE IV- MEETING 
Section 1: A regular meeting shall be held once each year in September. 
Section 2: All active officers must be present in order to conduct official business.  All active officers 
are considered voting members. 
Section 3: Decisions of the forum shall be enacted by a majority vote of the voting membership 
present. 
Section 4: Forum events will be held at least twice a month during the academic year.  (December and 
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January count as a single month.) 
 
ARTICLE VI- FINANCIAL MATTERS 
Section 1: The forum shall not provide monetary gain, incidentally or otherwise to its directors or 
membership.  This does not restrict the payment of wages, salaries or incentives by the club for 
services rendered. 
Section 2: Unless otherwise specified by the membership at the time of dissolution of the organization, 
residual assets shall be distributed to the following not-for-profit organizations according to the 
proportions below: 
ESL M.A. Program (U of M) 100% 
 
ARTICLE VII- BY-LAWS 
Section 1: By-Laws may be proposed by the membership and may be adopted by a majority vote of 
those present at the meeting in September or whenever all active members are present to vote. 
 
ARTICLE VIII- AMENDMENTS 
Section 1: Amendments to the constitution may be proposed by any member of the forum.  Such 
proposals shall be submitted in writing to the forum members prior to the meeting at which the 
proposed amendment is to be voted on. 
Section 2: Duty proposed amendments shall be submitted to a vote of the forum providing all active 
members are present.  A two-thirds majority vote shall be required for adoption of such amendments. 
 
Constitution ratified: (month, day, year)                                                                         . 
 
Witnessed: 
Officer                                                                                                                              . 
 
Officer                                                                                                                              . 
 
Officer                                                                                                                              . 
 
Officer                                                                                                                              . 
 
Officer                                                                                                                              . 
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Appendix M 
 
Grammar 411-002 Mid-term Feedback 
Instructions:  Please finish each sentence below.  Explain your ideas and be as complete as you can.  
You will not be graded on your responses and you should not write your name.  I will be using the 
feedback you give me to evaluate my teaching and to help you get the most out of the second half of 
the semester.  Thank you! 
 
1)  What I like the most about Grammar class is… 
 
 
 
2)  What like the least about Grammar class is… 
 
 
 
3)  I wish that Katie would… 
 
 
 
4)  The writing assignments that I do in Grammar class… 
 
 
    
5)  The Grammar tests are… 
 
 
 
6)  When we start a new Unit, … 
 
 
 
7)  The Focus on Grammar Interactive activities… 
 
 
 
8) The worksheets that we do in class…   
 
 
 
9) I use our class Moodle site to… 
 
 
 
10)  One thing that I will do during the second half of the semester to improve my grammar is…  
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Appendix N 
	  
Developmental observation 1(Italics indicate my observer’s comments) 
 
Katie’s 411 Course- Wes 20 9:05-9:55 a.m.  
 
Areas to consider when observing: 
 
 Clear and achievable objectives in the lesson.  Achievement of those objectives.  When did you see 
learning taking place? 
 Yes, the objectives were obviously achievable.  They were simple and appropriate for a one-hour grammar 
lesson.  Learning took place the moment class started, with the questions on the board.  Students were alert, 
curious and eager to learn.    
 
 Choice of activities.  Appropriate for getting at the objectives of the lesson? 
Students were engaged right away with the warm up questions on the board:  “Are you as adj + as me?”  
Or…”Are you more + adj than me?”  This was a great segue into the Jeopardy game.   
 
 The ratio of student talk to teacher talk. 
The amount of teacher talk seemed just right for this lesson.  Obviously, when presenting/introducing a lesson, 
there will be more teacher talk than student talk.  That subsided after the lesson was introduced. 
 
I noticed that you spoke a little faster than students might be able to catch up to at times.  I do that, too, 
especially when I’m excited during a lesson. 
 
 Use of classroom aids/realia/video/audio/board. 
 Good use of the white board to warm up with questions. 
 
You used the laptop and projector to play Count/noncount Jeopardy!  Great game!  It was a lot of fun and kept 
students very engaged.   
 
 Clarity of instructions. 
Very clear.  Excellent job of explaining why most foods are countable.  For example, “Bananas are 
individuals.”   
 
 You explained what the categories meant in the chapter and why they chose them. 
 
Checking learner understanding. 
 Good, very patient.  When you asked students:  “Why can’t it be an less tastier”  and “An because of….why?” 
the responded well.  Good recasting, too. 
 
Error correction.  When? Why? Enough feedback?  How do students react to feedback? 
 Well done.  You repeated their statements.  Students responded well to this. 
 
Flexibility and sensitivity to student needs and culture. 
 N/A because no needs/culture issues came up.   
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Questions you have for the instructor: 
 
How do you keep track of who’s answering questions/who to ask next?  I always get distracted.   
 
What do you do on mornings when the students’ energy level is really low? 
 
How do you check their homework? 
 
How do you keep students from talking out of turn, especially when you are talking?   
 
What do you do to engage students who seem to be checked out? 
 
Strengths of the lesson: 
I loved the articles Jeopardy game.  It was a lot of fun.  Nice way to start a long Friday!  I also like how you 
set up the game by asking the questions on the board first, then going over the exercise in the textbook with the 
students before playing the game. 
 
Nice touch giving the purpose for the game:  to review articles.  Sometimes students assume it’s just for fun.   
 
I like how you asked students to repeat their statements as you took attendance.  Good use of time! 
 
Your directions and general classroom language is very clear.  You are a fun and positive influence in the 
classroom.   
 
You made excellent use of your limited time (only 50 minutes); very constructive with good flow. 
 
You really seem to know the subject matter well.  You asked me to look for how well you address tricky 
questions.  I didn’t notice any tricky questions from students, and I think this is because you explained 
everything very clearly. 
 
Again, students appeared very engaged and, from my observation, you appeared to give equal attention to all 
students.  This is something you asked me to look for.  You even got Jung Hwan engaged (as much as is 
probably possible) in the lesson and game.   
 
You gave just the right amount of energy to the lesson and to the feel of the classroom.   
 
I also like the simple touches, like having students create team names. 
 
You kept the students on track and on task by saying things like “Okay, the final answer is…” 
 
Lessons learned to bring to the group debrief and share with the entire faculty: 
Be prepared, as you were, to answer any tricky questions that come up and to expect minor technical 
difficulties with realia (order of questions in the Jeopardy game?) 
 
Every lesson is important and deserves equal care and attention.  This was a simple lesson (albeit the creation 
of the Jeopardy game was time-consuming for Kate, I’m sure), but count/non-count nouns can be very tricky to 
explain, especially when students ask those pesky questions.  You were prepared for this to happen and it 
didn’t.   
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Developmental observation 2(Italics indicate my observer’s comments) 
 
1.  How well am I balancing teacher talk and student talk? 
I noted the times of different activities/parts of your lesson.  Here they are: 
1. 8:04 - Hand back HW 
2. A few min. later - attendance question 
3.  A few min. later - link to articles / presentation of grammar points 
4.  9:20 - p. 249 - recording of fables 
5.  9:25 - you interacted with sts 
6.  9:35 - sts write a fable/story to share 
7.  9:40 - students share stories 
8.  9:45 - come back as a class 
9.  9:50- explanation of HW 
 
2.  Do any students seem to be getting more attention in class than others? 
The student in the middle of the class seemed to want to say a lot. 
Other observations based on questions on the handout: 
 
Achievable objectives? - I thought you covered a considerable amount in the 50 
min. that you had.  Not an easy topic for level 2 students to grasp.  The final 
activity demonstrated that students got the material, which I thought was a 
really great way to end class! 
 
Choice of activities?  I thought you had a good mix of teacher-centered board 
work, independent work and pair work. I liked that you asked students to write 
their own stories, and I'm curious if you will ask them to return to their 
writing to assess their own use of articles? 
 
Use of board?  Your board work is very clear.  I know you perhaps felt you were 
presenting too much, and so you back tracked.  I sometimes plan my board work 
out in advance, and then actually put a skeleton of it up on the board before 
class starts, so I have something to build on.  It helps me focus more on 
student input, and less on my notes.  And I get less distracted. 
 
Clarity of instructions?  Students had no problem completing tasks during your 
lesson, so I think they were clear.  For the story writing task, If I had been 
a student, I would have wanted more specifics - how long?  How much time do I 
have?  Who is my partner?  That's just my style though.  I think students also 
appreciate having more open ended tasks. 
 
Error correction? Do you ever correct sts errors during the attendance 
question?  I usually do, but sometimes it interrupts the flow of it.  With this 
group, I can imagine it would slow things down considerably. 
 
Strengths:  Well paced, clear board work, HW and reminders clear, students 
successfully completed final activity.  And I also appreciated that you asked 
students about their "choices".  I think it's important to get students to be 
more self-aware of why they are using the language they use. 
